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SUMMARY

How evolution can be facilitated by epigenetic mechanisms has received refreshed attention recently. To
explore the role epigenetic inheritance plays in evolution, we subject isogenic wild-type yeast cells expressing PGAL1-YFP (yellow fluorescent protein) to selection by daily sorting based on reporter expression. We
observe expression-level reductions in multiple replicates sorted for the lowest expression that persist for
several days, even after lifting the selection pressure. Reduced expression is due to factors in the galactose
(GAL) network rather than global factors. Results using a constitutively active GAL network are in overall
agreement with findings with the wild-type network. We find that the local chromatin environment of the reporter has a significant effect on the observed phenotype. Genome sequencing, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-qPCR, and sporulation analysis provide further insights into the epigenetic and genetic contributors to the expression changes observed. Our work provides a comprehensive example of the role played by
epigenetic mechanisms on gene network evolution.

INTRODUCTION
Since Charles Darwin published On the Origin of Species in
1859, the concept of evolution by natural selection has occupied
a prominent place in modern biology (Darwin, 1859). Darwin himself, of course, had no knowledge of the molecular details of this
process: DNA would not be established as the genetic material
for another 85 years (Avery et al., 1944). The neo-Darwinian evolution theory combines modern knowledge of genetics and molecular biology with Darwin’s thinking (Olson-Manning et al.,
2012), but classic neo-Darwinian evolution theory is focused
on genetics as the primary molecular mechanism and has substantial difficulties with the fact that beneficial genetic mutations
occur at an extremely low rate (Day and Bonduriansky, 2011;
Jablonka and Raz, 2009; Kuzawa and Thayer, 2011; Nei and
Nozawa, 2011), to the point where some evolutionary biologists
have called for a rethinking of the entire evolutionary theory
(Laland et al., 2014).
The concept of inheritance of acquired characteristics is
frequently attributed to Lamarck (Skinner, 2015), though perhaps
inaccurately (Burkhardt, 2013). Nonetheless, the so-called neo-

Lamarckian theory, grounded on epigenetic mechanisms, has
received increased attention recently (Burggren, 2014; Day and
Bonduriansky, 2011; Skinner et al., 2015). A key postulate of
the neo-Lamarckian theory is that environment directly alters
phenotype generationally (Figure 1A) (Skinner, 2015). In this
context, epigenetic mechanisms can be the mediator for the
environment to directly alter phenotypic variation and its subsequent inheritance (Skinner, 2015).
Evolutionary consequences of epigenetic inheritance have
been studied in recent years, showing how epigenetic control of
gene expression affects adaptation (Bódi et al., 2017; Bonduriansky and Day, 2009; Bonduriansky et al., 2012; Halfmann et al.,
2012; Klironomos et al., 2013; Kronholm and Collins, 2016; Stajic
et al., 2019). Nongenetic inheritance can be mediated in several
ways, such as by the inheritance of epigenetic states, cytoplasmic
factors, and nutrients (Bonduriansky and Day, 2009). Nongenetic
inheritance and its evolutionary implications have been conceptualized in a general framework, showing that by decoupling phenotypic change from the genotype, nongenetic inheritance could
circumvent the limitations of genetic inheritance (Bonduriansky
and Day, 2009). Nongenetic and genetic inheritance mechanisms
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Figure 1. Evolutionary Models, Study Design, and Model Network
(A) Illustration of Darwinian (orange arrows) and neo-Lamarckian (blue arrows) models of evolution. Blue rectangles represent DNA. Black and yellow squares
represent genetic mutations and epigenetic modifications, respectively.
(B) Illustration of the three possible sorting gates used: lowest 5% (blue), middle 5% (green), and highest 5% (red).
(C) Illustration of two possible outcomes of the sorting experiment. After being sorted for the lowest-expressing cells, the initial sharp distribution of expression
levels will gradually relax, but it may relax either back to the same distribution as the original (left) or to a different distribution with a lower mean (right).

(legend continued on next page)
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are not mutually exclusive. For example, theoretical predictions
suggested that nongenetic inheritance could increase the rate
of both phenotypic and genetic change (Bonduriansky et al.,
2012). Also, theoretical and computational work showed how
the interplay of heritable epigenetic changes with genetic
changes could affect adaptive evolution (Klironomos et al.,
2013) and how the effect of epigenetic mutations on adaptive
walks depended on their stability and fitness effects relative to genetic mutations (Kronholm and Collins, 2016).
In addition to this theoretical work, experimental studies further
focused on the evolutionary consequences of nongenetic heterogeneity and inheritance across generations (Acar et al., 2005,
2008; Bódi et al., 2017; Chatterjee and Acar, 2018; Halfmann
et al., 2012; Huang, 2009; Peng et al., 2015; Stajic et al., 2019;
Tyedmers et al., 2008; Xue and Acar, 2018a, 2018b). For example,
yeast prion proteins can act as epigenetic elements of inheritance
(Halfmann et al., 2012), and it has been hypothesized that the
yeast prion [PSI+] provides a mechanism to increase survival in
fluctuating environments (Tyedmers et al., 2008); it has also
been shown that prions are a common mechanism for phenotypic
inheritance in wild strains of Saccharomyces (Halfmann et al.,
2012). In another experimental study focusing on heterogeneity,
it has been shown that phenotypic heterogeneity facilitates adaptive evolution, with the heterogeneity being an evolving trait when
populations are under chronic selection pressure (Bódi et al.,
2017). As the final example, when tuning low, intermediate, and
high levels of heritable silencing of a reporter under selection by
insertion within silent subtelomeric yeast chromatin, epigenetic
gene silencing has been found to alter the mechanisms and rate
of evolutionary adaptation (Stajic et al., 2019).
The concepts of epigenetic inheritance and memory are tightly
linked and often used interchangeably to refer to non-DNAbased inheritance (Bonduriansky and Day, 2009). While epigenetic inheritance refers to the passage of certain epigenetic
marks to the offspring (Lacal and Ventura, 2018), epigenetic
memory is defined as the process of establishing and maintaining a heritable transcriptional state (Acar et al., 2005; Kaufmann
et al., 2007; Kundu et al., 2007). Work from the van Oudenaarden
group (Acar et al., 2005) described transcriptional memory in the
yeast galactose (GAL) network by showing that yeast cells
‘‘remember’’ whether they were previously exposed to high or
low concentrations of galactose. Using an engineered GAL
network (Acar et al., 2005) where single yeast cells switch between ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ states of the network, another study (Kaufmann et al., 2007) from the same group measured inheritance of
the dynamic gene-expression state and found that several generations after cells have separated, many closely related cell
pairs switched with high degrees of synchrony. Providing mechanistic insights into the mediation of epigenetic memory in the
GAL network, one study (Kundu et al., 2007) showed that the
rate of transcriptional induction of GAL1 was regulated by the
prior expression state; the epigenetic state was inherited by
daughter cells, and the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling enzyme
was essential for GAL1 epigenetic memory. Another study

(Brickner et al., 2007) demonstrated that the yeast GAL1 gene
is recruited to the nuclear periphery upon transcriptional activation, and it remains at the periphery for generations after it is
repressed, with localization at the periphery serving as a form
of memory of recent transcriptional activation. Finally, Tzamarias
and colleagues (Zacharioudakis et al., 2007) further showed that
the residual activity of the GAL1-encoded galactokinase preserves memory in progeny cells by rapidly turning on the Gal4p
activator upon cells’ re-exposure to galactose.
Despite these studies, a comprehensive example of the role
played by neo-Lamarckian epigenetic mechanisms on evolution
in the context of a gene network has been lacking. Here, we
directly explore the role epigenetic inheritance plays in short-timescale microevolution. We subjected yeast cells to repeated environmental selection based on the expression level of a fluorescent
protein reporting on the activity of the canonical GAL network (Figure 1D) (Acar et al., 2005, 2008, 2010; Elison et al., 2018; Luo et al.,
2018) over a period of 7 days. We observed reductions in expression level in multiple replicates sorted for the lowest expression
that persisted even after the selection pressure was lifted. Using
whole-genome sequencing (WGS), chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-qPCR experiments, and sporulation analysis, we characterized the epigenetic and genetic factors contributing to the
persistent expression-level reductions observed.
RESULTS
Applying Environmental Selection on WT GAL Network
Activity
To explore the role epigenetic inheritance (Bintu et al., 2016;
Bird, 2002; Kouzarides, 2007; Li and Zhang, 2014; Zhou et al.,
2011) may play in short-timescale microevolution, we designed
an experiment in which a population of isogenic wild-type (WT)
yeast cells expressing the yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) under
the GAL1 promoter is subjected to repeated environmental selection in the form of daily sorting based on the expression level
of the reporter as measured by flow cytometry. During a 7-day
period and corresponding to approximately 101 generations
with a 100-min doubling time, the cells were sorted daily based
on YFP expression level, and only cells whose expression level is
within a particular range (either the lowest 5%, the middle 5%, or
the highest 5%; Figure 1E) were selected and allowed to grow
further in the same environment (Figures 1B and 1C).
Immediately after sorting, the expression-level distribution of
the selected cells is extremely narrow, and it gradually relaxes
over time, either to the original distribution if the sorting procedure had no lasting effect on the expression level or to a different
distribution with different statistical properties (Figure 1C). By
monitoring the expression-level distributions over the 7-day sorting period, one can discern if the sorting intervention had any
impact on the expression of the reporter. To determine if any
change in the reporter expression observed was transient or
lasting, immediately after the 7-day sorting period, the population was grown 3 additional days free from selection pressure

(D) Gene network architecture of the WT yeast GAL network whose activity is reported using a PGAL1-YFP reporter.
(E) Sorting gate determination for WT cells. The off-peak position is determined using expression data measured from uninduced cells (gray bars); the sorting
gates in the induced samples (purple bars) are then selected considering only ‘‘on’’ cells.
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Figure 2. Applying Environmental Selection
on WT GAL Network Activity
(A) Sample YFP expression distributions for one of
the WT replicates sorted for the lowest expression
(left) compared to the positive control (right) over
the first 7 days of the experiment.
(B) Normalized YFP expression levels from the
YFP-sorting experiment in WT cells. Pink indicates
samples sorted for the highest expression, green
indicates samples sorted for the median expression, blue indicates samples sorted for the lowest
expression, orange indicates positive control, and
gray indicates negative control. The dashed line
indicates the time at which expression-level-based
sorting is terminated. All expression levels are
normalized to the corresponding positive control.
(C) Normalized YFP expression levels from the
extended YFP-sorting experiment in WT cells. Blue
indicates samples sorted for the lowest expression, orange indicates positive control, and gray
indicates negative control. The dashed line indicates the time at which expression-level-based
sorting is terminated. All expression levels are
normalized to the corresponding positive control.

to see if the expression-level distribution reverted back to the
original after the selection pressure was lifted.
We found no significant expression-level changes in cells
sorted for the middle or highest expression levels (Figure 2B).
It is unsurprising that cells already at the middle expression
levels retained their character. Given the already high expression
levels from the GAL1 promoter, the lack of change in the cells
sorted for the highest expression level may be simply because
there is little room for it to increase further. On the other hand,
all 12 biological replicates sorted for the lowest expression levels
displayed marked reduction in expression (Figures 2A and 2B) to
varying degrees that persisted during the 3-day selection-free
growth period. Nine replicates were grown (free of selection)
for a further 16 days (approximately 230 generations), and 8 of
the 9 retained the expression-level reduction (Figure 2C).
To better understand the possible causes driving the observed
expression-level reduction, we introduced a second fluorescent
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reporter protein, mCherry, into the cells.
We constructed two strains in which
mCherry was either driven by the TEF1 promoter or the GAL1 promoter and performed the same YFP-sorting experiment
on these strains. We found no change in
the expression level of mCherry in the
PTEF1-mCherry strain (Figure S1) but significant reduction in the mCherry expression
level in the PGAL1-mCherry strain (Figure 3).
Further, the level and timing of mCherry
expression-level reduction in the PGAL1mCherry strain was synchronized with
that of YFP (Figure 3C). We therefore
conclude that the observed reduction in
expression was likely due to some factor
specific to the GAL network rather than a
global factor that can be expected to also affect the expression
from PTEF1-mCherry.
Dissecting System Behavior in the Constitutively Active
GAL Network
The natural GAL network contains a number of interacting regulators forming feedback loops (Acar et al., 2010; Peng et al.,
2016). This complicates the interpretation of the results. For
example, the synchronized reduction in double-reporter expression could be due to the dynamics of the epigenetic regulation of
the GAL1 promoter activity, or it could be due to the upstream
regulatory elements in the WT GAL network. To eliminate such
complication, we deleted the GAL80 gene—which codes for a
repressor through which other GAL network regulators exert
their effects—effectively converting the PGAL1 promoter into a
constitutive promoter dependent only on the transcription factor
Gal4p (Figure 4A) and repeated the YFP-sorting experiments in
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Figure 3. Expression Dynamics from the
YFP-Sorting Experiment in WT Cells Containing PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1-mCherry
(A and B) Normalized YFP (A) and mCherry (B)
expression levels from the YFP-sorting experiment
in WT cells containing PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1mCherry. Blue indicates samples sorted for the
lowest expression, orange indicates positive control, and gray indicates negative control. The
dashed line indicates the time at which expressionlevel-based sorting is terminated. All expression
levels are normalized to the positive control.
(C) Comparison of YFP (orange) and mCherry
(pink) expression-level trajectories of the three
samples sorted for the lowest expression in (A) and
(B). Each subpanel represents one sample. The
dashed line indicates the time at which expressionlevel-based sorting is terminated. All expression
levels are normalized to the positive control.
See also Figure S1.

this strain. A total of nine biological replicates were used, two of
which were found to have accumulated mutations in GAL4 or the
reporter during the course of the experiment and were excluded
from further analysis (Data S1).
We found that most biological replicates in which the cells were
sorted for the lowest-YFP-expressing cells continued to display a
downward shift in mean YFP expression level, although the extent
of the shift varied from replicate to replicate, and in one replicate
there was no significant change (Figures 4B and 4C, blue curves);
five replicates were further grown free of selection for 8 additional
days (approximately 115 generations), and all retained their
reduced expression levels during this selection-free period (Figures 4E and 4F). Cells sorted for the middle or highest YFP expression did not display any significant changes in either YFP or
mCherry expression (Figures 4B and 4C, green and pink curves),
just like WT cells. Measuring the doubling times of the cells
belonging to colonies isolated from the biological replicate that
displayed the largest downward shift in YFP expression (70%)
showed a small increase in doubling times for five colonies iso-

lated from the 7th-day culture, compared
to the selection-free positive control
(Figure S2A).
We also observed a downward shift in
mCherry expression level despite sorting
cells in the YFP channel. In all but one of
the biological replicates, the YFP and
mCherry expression levels were in agreement, but in one replicate, the level of
expression-level reduction was significantly different (Figure 4D), though the
timing of reduction was similar. This suggests that at least two underlying mechanisms are in play. One mechanism affects
the GAL1 promoter activity generally,
driving the synchronized behavior seen
both here and previously (Figure 3). But
another mechanism, apparently specific
to the PGAL1-YFP reporter, must exist that drives the divergence
in expression-level reduction between the two reporters, as
seen in the last biological replicate.
Measuring Noise Dynamics under Environmental
Selection
To see how the selection pressure potentially influences the
expression heterogeneity, we next examined the level of noise in
PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1-mCherry expression when gal80D cells
were sorted throughout the 7-day period. We discerned no change
in the level of PGAL1-YFP noise (coefficient of variation [CV]) in the
positive control (no gating) sample or when cells were sorted for
the middle or highest expression (Figure S3A).
However, we observed an increase in noise in several samples
when cells were sorted for the lowest expression (Figure S3A,
blue). Like the change in the expression level itself, this noise increase was stable when the cells were grown selection-free for
an additional 10 days after the 7-day sorting period (Figures
S3C and S3D, blue). Moreover, in two samples, an accompanying
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Figure 4. Dissecting System Behavior in the
Constitutively Active GAL Network
(A) Gene network architecture of the gal80D strain.
(B and C) Normalized YFP (B) and mCherry (C)
expression levels from the YFP-sorting experiment
in gal80D cells. Pink indicates samples sorted for
the highest expression, green indicates samples
sorted for the median expression, blue indicates
samples sorted for the lowest expression, and orange indicates positive control. The dashed line
indicates the time at which expression-level-based
sorting is terminated. All expression levels are
normalized to the positive control.
(D) Comparison of YFP (orange) and mCherry
(pink) expression-level trajectories of the nine
samples sorted for the lowest YFP expression in
gal80D cells. Each subpanel represents one sample. The dashed line indicates the time at which
expression-level-based sorting is terminated. All
expression levels are normalized to the positive
control.
(E and F) Normalized YFP (E) and mCherry (F)
expression levels from the extended YFP-sorting
experiment in gal80D cells. Blue indicates samples
sorted for the lowest expression, and orange indicates positive control. The dashed line indicates
the time at which expression-level-based sorting is
terminated. All expression levels are normalized to
the positive control.
See also Figures S2–S5 and Data S1, S2, S3,
and S4.

increase in PGAL1-mCherry noise can be seen when cells were
sorted for the lowest PGAL1-YFP expression (Figures S3A–S3D).
Under the extreme selection pressure applied during the sorting
process, it is unsurprising that higher levels of noise in the protein
whose expression is under selection (YFP) may prove evolutionarily beneficial (by increasing the number of cells having reduced
expression levels and hence selected during the sorting process).
On the other hand, it is likely not advantageous to have higher
noise in the expression level of mCherry—or, as a proxy, the structural genes of the GAL network, which are responsible for metabolizing the GAL taken from the static environment. Diverging from
the optimal level of GAL network expression in the environment
carries a fitness cost (and higher noise means that more cells
are diverging from the optimal level), which could explain why
the noise level does not display the same degree of synchronization behavior as the expression-level reduction.
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The Effect of the Local Chromatin
Environment on Observed Results
To understand the potential influence of
genomic loci on the level of expressionlevel reduction, we performed the same
sorting experiment but based on the
expression level of PGAL1-mCherry (which
was integrated into the ura3 locus) rather
than PGAL1-YFP (which was in the ho locus). A total of nine biological replicates
were used, two of which were found to
have accumulated mutations in GAL4 or
the reporter during the experiment and were excluded from
further analysis. Measuring the resulting GAL1 promoter activity
levels during the 7-day sorting period as before, we found
expression-level reduction to be significantly more difficult to
achieve (Figures 5A–5C), if not impossible, compared to sorting
when the reporter cassette is integrated into the ho locus, with
only one biological replicate out of seven displaying a significant
reduction in expression compared to the positive control. We
similarly quantified the level of noise in PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1mCherry expression during these mCherry-sorting experiments
(Figures 5D and 5E). We did not detect substantial and persistent
changes in noise levels of the kind we had seen previously (Figures S3A and S3B).
Together, these observations suggest that the genomic locus
at which the cassette is integrated, and hence the local chromatin structure and epigenetic markers, has a significant effect
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Figure 5. The Effect of the Local Chromatin
Environment on Observed Results
(A and B) Normalized YFP (A) and mCherry (B)
expression levels from the mCherry-sorting
experiment in gal80D cells. Blue indicates samples
sorted for the lowest expression, and orange indicates positive control. The dashed line indicates
the time at which expression-level-based sorting is
terminated. All expression levels are normalized to
the positive control.
(C) Comparison of YFP (orange) and mCherry
(pink) expression-level trajectories of the nine
samples sorted for the lowest mCherry expression
in gal80D cells. Each subpanel represents one
sample. The dashed line indicates the time at
which expression-level-based sorting is terminated. All expression levels are normalized to the
positive control.
(D and E) Noise in YFP (D) and mCherry (E)
expression levels from the mCherry-sorting
experiment in gal80D cells. Blue indicates samples
sorted for the lowest expression, and orange indicates positive control. The dashed line indicates
the time at which expression-level-based sorting is
terminated.

tion factor gene GAL4 and/or in the reporter promoters: the accumulated
epigenetic changes ‘‘lock’’ the chromatin
into a closed state and are enriched by
the daily sorting process. Given the
experimental observations, such locks
were then necessarily strong enough to
persist through hundreds of generations
of selection-free growth.

on the phenotype we observed. The ho locus appears to be
significantly more susceptible to experiencing expression-level
reduction in response to the selection pressure we applied
compared to the ura3 locus. Especially given that the genetic
mutation rate appears to be approximately constant between
the two experiments (in both cases, two out of nine biological
replicates were found to have accumulated mutations in the relevant genes), the diverging outcomes strongly suggests that a
non-genetic mechanism is involved in suppressing the YFP
expression at the ho locus.
As noted, sequencing detected no mutations in GAL4 or the
two reporter cassettes (totaling approximately 8 kbp) in the biological replicates under consideration. In addition, we did not
detect any substantial fitness changes in the sorted populations
passed from one day to the next; if anything, the sorted populations divide slightly slower than unsorted cells (Figure S2). We
therefore hypothesized that the observed downward shifts in
expression level were due to epigenetic changes in the transcrip-

WGS to Explore Genetic Causes of
Observed Phenotypes
Next, we performed WGS to evaluate any
contributions from global genetic factors
on the observed reduction in YFP expression levels. For this, we focused on two biological replicates—
the FL6 and FL9 populations in the gal80D background (STAR
Methods)—from which we had seen significant reduction in
PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1-mCherry expression on Day7, compared
to Day0 expression levels, after gated sorting in the YFP channel.
Our local sequencing of the Day7 FL6 and FL9 populations in the
reporter cassettes and the GAL4 region did not identify any
mutations.
We isolated five single colonies from the FL6 and FL9 populations on Day7 and randomly selected two single colonies from
each of the two groups for performing WGS on them. As controls, we also included in these WGS characterizations two
randomly selected single colonies isolated from the Day0 population, as well as two randomly selected single colonies isolated
from the positive control group on Day7. Results obtained from
the sequencing of each isolated colony were compared to those
obtained from the sequencing of the Day0 colonies (Data S2, S3,
and S4). While mutations in intergenic promoter regions may also
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Figure 6. Epigenetic Modification Levels Quantified by ChIP-qPCR
Three types of epigenetic marks—H3K4me3 (A), H3K36me3 (B), and H3K27Ac
(C)—were characterized at four genetic loci—GAL1, GAL4, PGAL1-YFP, and
PGAL1-mCherry—in four isogenic populations: Day0, Day7 positive control,
FL9_2, and FL9_5. An additional strain, SET1D, was included for H3K4me3 (A)
as a technical control. Error bars indicate SEM (n = 4).
See also Figures S6 and S7 and Tables S1 and S2.

have phenotypic consequences, for the sake of interpretability,
we focused on the SNPs (single-nucleotide polymorphisms)
causing amino acid alterations in open reading frames (ORFs).
We then selected the common ORF mutations found in both single colonies isolated from the FL6 and FL9 populations. Five
common mutations were identified for the FL6 colonies (in
FEN2, GPM2, IRA2, NUP133, and RPN4), while the FL9 colonies
shared three mutations (in APL1, BDS1, and SRB8).
To see the isolated effects of these mutations on the PGAL1YFP and PGAL1-mCherry expression levels, we attempted to
clone them singly and in combination into a single colony isolated from the unevolved Day0 population using CRISPR. For
the FL6 group mutations, we successfully cloned the mutations
in the FEN2, IRA2, and NUP133 genes one at a time and combinatorically, but the mutations in the GPM2 and RPN4 genes
could not be cloned because of challenges associated with
CRISPR. Measuring the PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1-mCherry expression levels in each constructed strain, we did not see any major
changes in expression levels caused by the mutations in FEN2,
IRA2, or NUP133 genes relative to the Day0 isogenic background without these mutations (Figure S4A). Regarding the mutations in the GPM2 and RPN4 genes that could not be cloned,
GPM2 is a nonfunctional homolog of GPM1 phosphoglycerate
mutase, and RPN4 codes for a transcription factor that stimulates expression of proteasome genes. Despite the potential
relevance of RPN4 for the phenotypes we observed, the degradation experiments we performed for the colonies isolated from
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the FL6 population did not show differential degradation dynamics for YFP or mCherry (Figures S5A and S5B). Nevertheless,
we cannot fully exclude the possibility that the mutations in
GPM2 and/or RPN4 might exert effects on the phenotypes we
observed if they were cloned into the Day0 unevolved, singlecolony-derived population.
For the mutations on the APL1, BDS1, and SRB8 genes of the
FL9 group, on the other hand, we combinatorically constructed
all eight strains carrying these mutations one at a time and
together. Measuring the PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1-mCherry expression levels in each constructed strain, we saw consistent
changes in PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1-mCherry expression levels,
relative to the Day0 isogenic background without the mutations
(Figure S4B). The degradation experiments we performed for the
colonies isolated from the FL9 population did not show differential degradation dynamics for YFP or mCherry (Figures S5C and
S5D). The mutation in SRB8, coding for a subunit of the RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) mediator complex, led to 75% and 50%
reductions in the PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1-mCherry expression
levels, respectively, across all strains carrying the mutation.
Since these expression reductions in levels of YFP and mCherry
are very similar to the ones observed at the end of the 7-day sorting period, the mutation in the SRB8 gene can account for the
phenotypic changes observed in one of the biological replicates
(sorting group FL9). However, the differential effects of the SRB8
mutation on YFP and mCherry expression levels indicate that
integration-locus-specific epigenetic factors still play a role on
the main phenotype of gene expression reduction under environmental selection.
Measuring Acetylation and Methylation Levels on
System Components
To further investigate the effect of epigenetic factors on the difference in expression-level decrease between the two reporters as a
result of the SRB8 mutation, we examined the chromatin modification levels at the GAL4, GAL1, PGAL1-YFP, and PGAL1-mCherry loci
in the two WGS-characterized isogenic colonies of the FL9 group
(FL9_2 and FL9_5), as well as isogenic colonies isolated from the
Day0 population and Day7 positive control population. For this,
we tested for three different types of histone modifications via
ChIP-qPCR: trimethylation of histone H3 lysine 4 (H3K4me3),
which positively correlates with transcriptional activity; trimethylation of histone H3 lysine 36 (H3K36me3), which represses transcription and is known to be associated with HDAC (Histone
DeACetylase) recruitment; and acetylation of histone H3 lysine
27 (H3K27ac), which is associated with active transcription.
As expected based on the YFP and mCherry expression
levels, ChIP-qPCR results from the Day0 and Day7 positive control colonies showed higher overall H3K4me3 and H3K27Ac
levels but lower H3K36me3 levels, compared to the results
observed from the FL9_2 and FL9_5 colonies (Figures 6A–6C;
Table S1). More specifically, at the endogenous GAL1 locus,
we saw reductions in H3K4me3 and H3K27Ac levels and an increase in H3K36me3 level in the FL9_2 and FL9_5 colonies,
compared to the Day7 positive control colony, suggesting that
the local transcriptional activities at the GAL1 locus in FL9_2
and FL9_5 are lower than in Day0 and Day7 positive control.
This is consistent with other observations: in FL9_2 and FL9_5,
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the YFP protein level was reduced significantly (approximately
70% reduction compared to the Day7 positive control), and there
was a significant decrease in the mRNA level of YFP as quantified by qRT-PCR (Figures S6 and S7). We also observed a comparable trend of change in the epigenetic marks at the PGAL1YFP reporter, indicating that the three types of chromatin modifications tested are similar on these two genetic elements and
that both loci are likely governed by the same epigenetic modification machineries that act on the GAL1 promoter.
We did not see a clear difference between the FL9 colonies
and the Day0 and Day7 control colonies at the GAL4 locus
with respect to the H3K36me3 and H3K27Ac modifications,
although there seemed to be some reduction of the H3K4me3
mark in FL9_2 and FL9_5. We interpret this as a consequence
of a lack of local chromatin-repressing machinery, considering
that GAL4 is expressed constitutively.
Interestingly, while we observed similar trends in H3K36me3
and H3K27Ac modifications at PGAL1-mCherry compared to
GAL1 and PGAL1-YFP, we saw no differentiating trend in the
H3K4me3 modification among the tested colonies at PGAL1mCherry. This divergence suggests a difference in the local chromatin dynamics between the two reporters. It is possible that the
locus where PGAL1-mCherry is placed, URA3 on chromosome V,
has a distinct local chromatin regulatory mechanism that interferes with GAL1-promoter-specific regulation. The lack of the
H3K4me3 mark at PGAL1-mCherry relative to PGAL1-YFP suggests that transcriptional activity at the former is higher than
the latter. Indeed, while YFP protein level in FL9_2 and FL9_5
on Day7 was reduced by 70% relative to Day0, mCherry protein
level was reduced by only 50%. Therefore, the difference in
expression reduction between the two reporters is associable
with the difference in the local chromatin modification levels between the two loci where they are located. Together, these results solidify the role of epigenetic modifications on the expression levels of the two reporters.
Sporulation-Based Assessment of Genetic versus
Epigenetic Contributions on the Observed Phenotypes
To rule out the possibility that the observed phenotypes of the
evolved strains could be explained on purely genetic grounds,
we crossed our evolved strains (FL6_2 and FL9_2) with the
equivalent of our unevolved WT strain (Day0) of opposite mating
type. As a control, we crossed two unevolved WT strains of
opposite mating type. After mating, sporulation, and tetrad
dissection, we measured the YFP and mCherry expression levels
displayed by the progeny of each cross after growing the cells in
the same media conditions as used during our evolution experiments. As expected, all offspring of the WT-to-WT cross
showed expression levels very similar to the parental strain
(Figure 7A).
The FL6_2-to-WT cross generated offspring that was very heterogeneous in expression, contrary to what would be expected
from plausible Mendelian genetic mechanisms (Figure 7B).
Moreover, the lack of offspring clustering around the parental
FL6_2 strain suggested that the mutations on GPM2 and RPN4
were not relevant to the observed phenotypes; were they relevant, Mendelian genetics would predict that half (or a quarter)
of the offspring spores would carry the mutations on one (or
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both) of those genes and display a similar phenotype to that of
the parental strain, but the fraction of the spores displaying a
similar phenotype to that of the parental strain was actually
much lower. Surprisingly, a substantial fraction of the spores displayed reporter expression levels higher than the WT parental
strain’s expression, especially for the YFP reporter. While there
was some correlation (Pearson’s r = 0.697) between the YFP
and mCherry expression levels, we saw that some spores displayed YFP levels higher than the WT but mCherry levels closer
to the level displayed by the evolved FL6_2’s low mCherry
expression level. Meiosis and sporulation are complex cellular
programs involving the creation and repair of double-strand
breaks on the DNA in certain recombination hotspots (Kolodkin
et al., 1986; Lichten and Goldman, 1995; Smith and Nicolas,
1998), and it is known that epigenetic state influences the meiotic
recombination hotspots (Brachet et al., 2012). Therefore, a potential explanation for these expression levels is that epigenetic
changes carried by the evolved parental strain might have
caused unusual meiotic recombination events in the offspring.
The offspring generated from the FL9_2-to-WT cross displayed three clearly distinct clusters of YFP and mCherry expression: one coincided with the parental WT strain’s reporter expressions, one coincided with the parental FL9_2 strain’s
expressions, and the third cluster displayed a WT-like YFP
expression and a FL9_2-like mCherry expression (Figure 7C).
The reporter expression composition of the third cluster would
not be expected based on a purely genetic inheritance pattern,
as all genetic components controlling the network are the
same for both reporters. Since the only difference between the
two genetic constructs (PGAL1-YFP and PGAL1-mCherry) is their
chromosomal integration site, we attribute the differential gene
expression to the differential impact of the epigenetic marks between the YFP and the mCherry loci, as we described in the previous section.
To explain these three expression clusters displayed by the
offspring of the FL9_2-to-WT cross, we propose a model in
which the mutation in the RNA Pol II mediator subunit Srb8 contributes to the reporter’s downregulation, but epigenetic marks
at the YFP reporter locus make its expression level independent of which SRB8 allele the cell is carrying (Figure 7D), potentially through an epigenetically facilitated compensation mechanism maintaining the overall progression of RNA Pol II
irrespective of the Srb8 subunit activity. The inheritance pattern
we observed from the offspring of the FL9_2-to-WT crossing
supports the presence of epigenetic modifications leading to
WT-like YFP expression in one of the three expression clusters.
More specifically, the parental FL9_2 strain, which bears both
the SRB8 mutated allele and differential epigenetic marks at
the YFP insertion locus (Figures 6A and 6C), displays low YFP
and mCherry expression (Figure 7C); the unevolved strain
bearing the mutated SRB8 allele in a WT-like chromatin environment also displays low YFP and mCherry expression (Figure S4B). Therefore, the epigenetic mark we are proposing to
explain the offspring’s third cluster should favor WT-like YFP
expression, as only this inheritance model would generate a
3:1 inheritance pattern for the YFP expression and a 2:2 pattern
for the mCherry expression, which matches our observations
(Figures 7E and 7F).
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Figure 7. Sporulation-Based Assessment of
Genetic versus Epigenetic Contributions on
the Observed Phenotypes
(A–C) Scatterplot of the mean measured YFP and
mCherry expression displayed by the spores
coming from the WT-to-WT crossing (A), the
FL6_2-to-WT crossing (B), and the FL9_2-to-WT
crossing (C). The expression levels displayed by
the parental strains are also shown.
(D) Proposed model explaining the expression
distributions of the offspring obtained from the
FL9_2-to-WT crossing. The purple Srb8* represents the mutated version identified by WGS, while
the green Srb8 represents the WT version. The
asterisks along the YFP locus represent the proposed epigenetic mark modulating reporter
expression independently from the SRB8 allele
inherited. The color and width of the arrows indicate the strength of the gene expression (thin and
gray, FL9_2-like low expression; thick and black,
WT-like expression).
(E and F) Bar plots showing the number of spores
displaying a given phenotype (WT-like or FL9_2like), expected by the model and observed
experimentally, for the YFP (E) and mCherry (F)
expression phenotypes.

Overall, these results indicate that the mechanism behind the
observed expression reduction during our evolution experiments
cannot be explained only by genetic causes. Epigenetic modifications must be contributing to the differential expression
pattern exhibited by the two reporters within the same cell and
to the overall evolved phenotype emerging at the end of the evolution process.
DISCUSSION
In this report, we explored the role epigenetic inheritance plays in
short-timescale microevolution. We observed reductions in
expression level in multiple replicates sorted for the lowest
expression that persisted for hundreds of generations, long after
the selection pressure was lifted. The amount of decrease in
expression level was locus specific, implicating the involvement
of local chromatin environment in the process. Performing WGS
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characterizations on isogenic colonies
obtained from two populations, we found
that one case of the persistent expression-level reduction was due to genetic
factors, while experiments performed for
the other case did not indicate a genetic
contributor. Measuring the level of chromatin modification marks on system
components supported the conclusion
that epigenetic regulation differences between integration loci could explain differential YFP and mCherry expression under
the same promoter. Finally, results from
mating and sporulation experiments provided evidence for the involvement of
non-genetic inheritance mechanisms as contributors to the differential expression pattern exhibited by the two reporters in
the same cell.
For the replicate that is guided mainly genetically, given that a
single mutation in the SRB8 gene is sufficient to reproduce the
decreased YFP and mCherry protein levels measured on Day7,
a plausible explanation for this could be that the impaired
mRNA synthesis machinery led to a loss in mRNA production
and subsequently in protein production in the cell. Since Srb8
is involved in global RNA synthesis, one would expect a global
reduction in mRNA levels in the cell as well. We indeed saw a significant reduction in the mRNA level of the housekeeping ACT1
gene (Figure S7A). Moreover, we found that the isogenic colonies isolated from the FL9 group had significantly increased
doubling time compared to both Day0 (3% increase) and
Day7 positive controls (4% increase), revealing a reduced
fitness level that is potentially attributable to inefficient mRNA
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synthesis. Despite the genetic contributions to the observed
phenotypes, we note that crossing and sporulation analysis
showed that the inheritance pattern of this strain’s traits was
not explainable by a solely genetic mechanism.
Our study involves observation of YFP and mCherry expression dynamics with reporter constructs integrated in different
genomic loci. We note that genomic loci differ not only in their
local chromatin environment, but also in their sequence context
(e.g., presence or absence of certain enhancers), which may
be a contributor to expression-level differences between the
reporters.
Genetic and epigenetic mechanisms do not have to be mutually exclusive. In response to a particular environmental condition, both kinds of mechanisms can play roles and complement
each other. Epigenetic mechanisms generally operate at a
shorter timescale than genetic mechanisms, allowing a faster
response to changing environmental conditions (Bonduriansky
et al., 2012; Burggren, 2016). On the other hand, genetic mechanisms operate at a longer timescale but also produce a more
permanent response.
To test whether short-term epigenetic inheritance interacts
with genetic change, a recent study (Stajic et al., 2019) used
an experimental evolution setup in yeast by tuning low, intermediate, and high levels of heritable silencing of a URA3 reporter
under selection. The authors showed that heritable gene expression through epigenetic chromatin states contributed to adaptive
evolution; however, their results and interpretations were not free
from mutational effects. More specifically, heritable silencing
drove population size expansion and rapid epigenetic adaptation, eventually leading to genetic assimilation of the silent
phenotype by mutations. Also, at intermediate or low levels of
heritable silencing, the study showed that populations evolved
more rapidly by accumulation of adaptive mutations.
Natural environments are usually not fully static, but they fluctuate over time. Memory of previous expression levels, from
whatever source, can function as a double-edged sword in fluctuating environments. On one hand, having some memory of the
optimal expression level in the current environment confers a
fitness advantage in the present (Brickner et al., 2007; Zacharioudakis et al., 2007). On the other hand, locking the expression
at a particular level would prevent the cell from responding to
environmental changes. Thus, fully persistent memory of expression level would be expected to be detrimental in a fluctuating
external environment (Acar et al., 2008; Bódi et al., 2017).
Of the various kinds of heritable factors, genetic mutations are
certainly among the most persistent; the cell is full of mechanisms aiming to ensure that genetic materials are faithfully
passed from one generation to the next, and moreover, reverting
a genetic mutation naturally is even more difficult given the
randomness of the mutagenesis process and the rarity of gainof-function mutations. However, epigenetic mechanisms of
reducing gene expression are likely easier to revert when the
environment demands it (Klironomos et al., 2013); after all, chromatin is routinely remodeled during the cell cycle (Deniz et al.,
2016; Raynaud et al., 2014). Thus, compared to genetic mechanisms, the wide variety of epigenetic mechanisms of regulating
gene expression levels are much more easily tuned to environmental demands. While some epigenetic changes may disap-

pear within a few generations (Kundu et al., 2007), others can
be highly persistent (Catania et al., 2020). Thus, the epigenetic
toolset allows the cell to strike a balance between memorizing
gene expression states and being plastic to external environmental changes.
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S. cerevisiae: Strain background:
W303 MATa ho::HIS5-PGAL1-YFP

Our Lab Stocks

WP35

S. cerevisiae: Strain background:
W303 MATa, ho::HIS5-PGAL1-YFP,
ura3::URA3-PGAL1-mCherry

This paper

WP35URAPg1mC

S. cerevisiae: Strain background:
W303 MATa, ho::HIS5-PGAL1-YFP,
ura3::URA3-PTEF1-mCherry

This paper

WP35URAPtefmC

S. cerevisiae: Strain background:
W303 MATa, ho::HIS5-PGAL1-YFP, ura3::
URA3-PGAL1-mCherry, gal80D::NatNT2

This paper

XLUYmCgD80

S. cerevisiae: Strain background:
W303 MATa, ho::HIS5-PGAL1-YFP, ura3::
URA3-PGAL1-mCherry, gal80D::KanMX4

This paper

DMY375

Antibodies

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Recombinant DNA
Plasmid: pRS306

(Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)

N/A

Plasmid: pRS305

(Sikorski and Hieter, 1989)

N/A

Plasmid: pYM17

(Janke et al., 2004)

N/A

Plasmid: pFA6-kanMX4

(Wach et al., 1994)

N/A

Plasmid: HIS5-PGAL1-YFP

Our Lab Stocks

N/A

Plasmid: URA3-PGAL1-mCherry

This paper

N/A

Plasmid: URA3-PTEF1-mCherry

This paper

N/A

Plasmid: pRS314-CAS9

Our Lab Stocks

N/A

Gibson Assembly Master Mix

New England BioLabs

E2611S

Restriction Enzyme: BstBI

New England BioLabs

R0519S

iTaqTM Universal SYBR Green Supermix

Bio-Rad

1725120

Protein G-Sepharose

GE Healthcare

17-0618-01

Pronase

Roche

11 459 643 001

High Capacity RNA-to-cDNA kit

Applied Biosystems

4388950

YeaStar Genomic DNA Kit

ZYMO Research

D2002

Cycloheximide

Sigma-Aldrich

C7698

cOmplete protease inhibitor cocktail

Roche

11697498001

PMSF

AmericanBio

AB01620

b-glucuronidase

Sigma-Aldrich

G7017

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE

SOURCE

IDENTIFIER

This paper

N/A

Oligonucleotides
Primers for qRT-PCR and ChIP-qPCR, see
Table S2
Deposited Data
GenBank: SAMN11440943

GenBank

N/A

GenBank: SAMN11440944

GenBank

N/A

GenBank: SAMN11440945

GenBank

N/A

GenBank: SAMN11440946

GenBank

N/A

GenBank: SAMN11440947

GenBank

N/A

GenBank: SAMN11440948

GenBank

N/A

GenBank: SAMN11440949

GenBank

N/A

GenBank: SAMN11440950

GenBank

N/A

Software and Algorithms
NEBuilder Assembly Tool

New England BioLabs

N/A

BD FACSuite

BD Biosciences

N/A

R

www.R-project.org

N/A

Bioconductor flowCore package

(Hahne et al., 2009)

N/A

Trimmomatic

(Bolger et al., 2014)

N/A

BWA-MEM

(Li, 2013)

N/A

Picard’s MarkDuplicates

https://github.com/broadinstitute/picard

N/A

GATK tools

(Van der Auwera et al., 2013)

N/A

VCFtools

(Danecek et al., 2011)

N/A

VEP tool

(McLaren et al., 2016)

N/A

Other
BD FACS-Aria

Becton Dickinson

N/A

Cary 60 UV-Vis Spectrometer

Agilent Technologies

N/A

Zeiss Tetrad ‘‘Advanced Yeast Dissection
Microscope’’

Carl Zeiss

N/A

Illumina HiSeq4000

Illumina

N/A

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY
Lead Contact
Requests for further information and for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Murat
Acar (murat.acar@yale.edu).
Materials Availability
Yeast strains and plasmids used in this study are described in the Key Resources Table and will be made available upon request from
the Lead Contact, Murat Acar (murat.acar@yale.edu).
Data and Code Availability
The accession numbers for the sequencing data from WGS runs reported in this paper are GenBank: SAMN11440943, GenBank:
SAMN11440944, GenBank: SAMN11440945, GenBank: SAMN11440946, GenBank: SAMN11440947, GenBank: SAMN11440948,
GenBank: SAMN11440949, GenBank: SAMN11440950. These numbers are also listed in the Key Resources Table.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Saccharomyces cerevisiae with the W303 genetic background
All yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains constructed are based on the haploid W303 strain background. Complete genotypic descriptions of all strains can be found in the Key Resources Table.
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All cultures were grown in synthetic minimal media with histidine dropout and appropriate supplements of other amino-acids. Culture growths were performed in a 30 C shaker (225rpm) in a volume of 1mL. After 48hrs of growth on histidine-dropout minimal media
plates containing 2% glucose, strains were grown in liquid minimal media for 22hr (‘‘overnight’’) in the presence of 0.1% mannose as
a non-inducing sole carbon source. This was followed by a 72hr induction period in liquid minimal media containing 0.1% mannose
and 0.2% galactose as carbon sources.
METHOD DETAILS
Construction of yeast strains and plasmids
Strains used to study the GAL network were built on WP35 which is a haploid wild-type strain carrying single copy of the PGAL1-YFP
reporter in the ho locus. The double reporter strains carrying a second reporter (PGAL1-mCherry-tCYC1 or PTEF1-mCherry-tCYC1)
were constructed with the following steps. First, plasmids carrying PGAL1-mCherry-tCYC1 or PTEF1-mCherry-tCYC1 on the
pRS306 backbone (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) were constructed using the Gibson Assembly Master Mix and NEBuilder Assembly
Tool (New England BioLabs). The resulting plasmids were then linearized within the URA3 gene at BstBI cut site and transformed into
WP35 using the standard lithium acetate (LiOAc) transformation technique. qPCR was performed to select colonies carrying single
copy of the second reporter. To obtain the strain XLUYmCgD80, the PAgTEF-natNT2-tADH1 cassette from pYM17 (Euroscarf, Janke
et al., 2004) was integrated into the double reporter strain carrying PGAL1-YFP-tCYC1 and PGAL1-mCherry-tCYC1 to replace the
GAL80 gene by using 60bps homology regions immediately before and after GAL80.
For the mating and sporulation experiments, a MATa counterpart for XLUYmCgD80 strain was constructed, starting with the
MA0002 strain. First, a single copy of HIS5-PGAL1-YFP-tCYC1 was inserted into the ho locus by using 60bp homology regions around
the ho locus. Then, the PGAL1-mCherry-tCYC1 plasmid was linearized by BstBI and inserted in single-copy into the URA3 locus.
Finally, the GAL80 ORF was deleted by amplifying the PAgTEF-KanR-tAgTEF1 cassette from the pFA6-kanMX4 plasmid (Wach
et al., 1994) with 60bp homology regions immediately before and after the GAL80 ORF.
Flow cytometry data acquisition and sorting
After the induction period described in the ‘‘Experimental Model and Subject Details’’ section above, the expression distribution of
50,000 cells were measured by flow cytometry (FACS-Aria; Becton Dickinson) at flow rates between 4 to 8 (flow rate scale of 1-11
corresponds to approximately 10-80 mL/min), and the cell-sorting period was initiated. During the 7-day-long sorting period, populations underwent expression-based sorting once a day, followed by the selection-free growth period lasting from 3 to 20 days during
which the entire expression distribution was passed from one day to the next instead of gated-sorting. Every 24hrs during the 7-daylong gated-sorting period, individual cells were sorted into fresh media of the same type by applying fluorescence intensity based
gates rendering the highest, middle and lowest 4.8%–5.2% of the total cell population (referred to as HIGH, MID, LOW). In ‘‘forward’’
sorting groups, the gates were selected based on YFP fluorescence, while in the ‘‘reverse’’ sorting groups they were selected based
on mCherry fluorescence. 450 individual cells were sorted for the HIGH groups, and 600 cells were sorted for all other groups. To
minimize potential variations in the size and/or morphology of the sorted cells, the gating process also involved applying a narrow
FSC-SSC (ForwardSCatter-SideSCatter) range corresponding to the densest 20% of the total cell population. Grown cultures
taken from Day0, Day7, the last day of the selection-free period, as well as certain other days throughout each sorting period
were frozen on the same day for further analysis. Starting from the overnight growth period and until the end of the gated and selection-free sorting periods, cell densities were kept low (between OD600 0.2 and 0.3) to prevent nutrient depletion.
mRNA transcript levels determination by qRT-PCR
Selected cell populations of the strain XLUYmCgD80 frozen after sorting on Day0 and Day7 were recovered as single isogenic colonies from glycerol stocks streaked on 2% glucose minimal media plates with histidine dropout. Colonies were then grown overnight
in liquid minimal media containing 0.1% mannose as the sole carbon source, and induced in minimal media containing 0.1%
mannose and 0.2% galactose for 48hrs in 50mL volume, reaching a final OD600 of less than 0.2. Fluorescence levels of the induced
cells were recorded by flow cytometry right before harvesting for total RNA. cDNA was prepared by using the High Capacity RNA-tocDNA kit from Applied Biosystems. The resulting cDNA was then used in qPCR reactions to quantify mRNA levels of genes of interest.
For qPCR, we used the iTaqTM Universal SYBR Green Supermix from Bio-Rad and targeted 4 genes with 2 sets of primers for each:
ACT1 (primer pair EPIACT1-2F and EPIACT1-2R were used as the endogenous control for DCT calculation), YFP, mCherry, GAL1,
and GAL4. The relative transcription levels for samples within the same sorting experimental group were calculated with the Day0
population’s transcript levels used as the control. The qPCR primers used are listed on Table S2. The amplicons were between
158 and 161bps long.
Local sequencing of key GAL network components
To see whether or not mutations were accumulated on the genetic components relevant to the GAL network activity, frozen cell populations from Day0 and Day7 sorting groups of the strain XLUYmCgD80 (the groups that showed at least 20% decrease in YFP or
mCherry expression compared to corresponding Day0 expression) were recovered from glycerol stocks streaked on 2% glucose
minimal media plates with histidine dropout. Populations were then grown overnight in liquid minimal media containing 0.1%
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mannose as the sole carbon source, and induced in minimal media containing 0.1% mannose and 0.2% galactose for 48hrs in 1mL
volume, reaching a final OD600 of less than 0.3. After the induction period, expression measurements were performed by flow cytometry and also genomic DNA contents were extracted from the induced populations to sequence key genetic components of the GAL
network. All re-induced Day7 populations exhibited similar expression levels relative to expression levels of their corresponding Day0
populations; in other words, freezing and re-induction after the actual sorting process did not alter the relative expression levels in
these populations. For sequencing, we selected the LOW (‘‘L’’) sorting groups of the strain XLUYmCgD80 which showed over 20%
decrease in reporter expression; the local sequencing was performed for the PGAL1-YFP, PGAL1-mCherry, and PGAL4-GAL4 constructs from the beginning of the promoters to the end of the terminators. With ‘‘F or R’’ indicating ‘‘Forward or Reverse’’ sorting
based on YFP or mCherry, these Day7 sequenced groups of sorted populations were named as FL1, FL2, FL6, FL8, FL9, RL2,
RL5, and RL6; the numbers indicate the identity of the biological replicate from the 7-day-long sorting experiment. Sequencing
was first performed on the population level for these sorting groups; genomic DNA was prepared from the entire sorted populations
from Day7, and no apparent mutation was identified. Then, 5 randomly-selected single colonies were isolated from each population
for isogenic expression characterization, and sequencing was performed on select single colonies which had similar expression profile as the corresponding original population. No mutation on the PGAL1-YFP, PGAL1-mCherry, PGAL4-GAL4 constructs was found in
colonies isolated from the FL1, FL6, FL9, RL2, RL5, whose full sequences are given in Data S1; however, mutations/changes were
found in colonies isolated from FL2, FL8 and RL6 (Data S1).
Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) sample preparation
Out of the 5 single colonies isolated from the FL6 and FL9 populations on Day7 (for which local-sequenced for the PGAL1-YFP, PGAL1mCherry, PGAL4-GAL4 constructs did not identify any mutations), we randomly selected 2 single colonies from each of the FL6 and
FL9 groups for performing whole genome sequencing on them. As controls, we also included in these WGS characterizations 2
randomly-selected single colonies isolated from the Day0 population, as well as 2 randomly selected single colony isolated from
the positive control group on Day7.
Cells from each single colony were recovered from glycerol stock on 2% glucose minimal media plates with histidine dropout, and
grown in 10mL YPD liquid media until the cell-density (OD600) reached 1. The YeaStar Genomic DNA Kit (ZYMO Research) was used
for genomic DNA extraction. The process was repeated 2-3 times until 1-5 mg of purified DNA (OD260/280 between 1.8 and 2) concentrated in 50 mL of TE buffer was acquired for each sample. The purified DNA were pooled and sequenced at the Yale Center for
Genome Analysis with Illumina HiSeq4000 (paired-end, 150bp) targeting 200X coverage.
Measuring doubling-times of cell populations
Five isogenic colonies isolated from each of the Day7 FL6 and FL9 populations, as well as one isogenic colony isolated from each of
the Day0 and Day7 positive controls, were recovered from glycerol stocks and streaked on 2% glucose minimal media plates with
histidine dropout. Colonies were then grown overnight in liquid minimal media containing 0.1% mannose as the sole carbon source,
and induced in minimal media containing 0.1% mannose and 0.2% galactose for 48hrs in 1mL volume, reaching a final OD600 of less
than 0.3. Following the induction period, cultures were continuously grown in the same media conditions, and the growth rate analyses were performed based on the dilution rates and the OD600 values measured at 6 different time points across the next 52-55hrs.
At each time point, all cultures were diluted to maintain OD600 below 0.55 to keep growth at log-phase and to prevent nutrition depletion. The average log-phase doubling-time tdoubling was calculated (Figures S2A and S2B) using the following formula:
,
!
N
Dend Y
tdoubling = tduration log 2

dk
Dstart k = 1

tduration : duration between the start and end of the continuous culture growth
Dend : OD600 at the end of continuous culture growth
Dstart : OD600 at the start of continuous culture growth
N: total number of dilutions (here N = 6)
dk : dilution rate at time point k
SNP introduction with CRISPR-Cas9
Select mutations identified from WGS were cloned into a single colony from Day0 to see if each or all of them could result in the
phenotypic changes observed in the sorting experiment. To choose candidate mutations, we first selected mutations within ORFs
that cause changes in their corresponding amino acids. We then selected the common mutations found in both single colonies isolated from a group: 5 common mutations for FL6 (FEN2, GPM2, IRA2, NUP133, RPN4), and 3 common mutations for FL9 (APL1,
BDS1, SRB8). To introduce these mutations back into a single colony from Day0, a centromeric plasmid with backbone pRS314 carrying a Cas9 cassette was first transformed into a Day0 single colony. For each mutation, the resulting strain was transformed with
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donor DNA carrying the mutation together with a plasmid with backbone pRS305 carrying guide RNA cassette targeting the mutation
site. The final strains were sequenced locally to verify the intended genetic alterations.
Degradation dynamics of fluorescent proteins
Five isogenic colonies isolated from each of the Day7 FL6 and FL9 populations, as well as one isogenic colony isolated from each of
the Day0 and Day7 positive control, were recovered from glycerol stocks and streaked on 2% glucose minimal media plates with
histidine dropout. Colonies were then grown overnight in liquid minimal media containing 0.1% mannose as the sole carbon source,
and induced in minimal media containing 0.1% mannose and 0.2% galactose for 48hrs, reaching a final OD600 of 0.2 in a total volume of 5mL for each sample. Cycloheximide (Sigma-Aldrich, C7698) was then added to the cultures at the final concentration of
10 mg/mL. Samples were taken from the cycloheximide-treated cultures for fluorescence measurements with flow cytometry
(FACS-Aria, Becton Dickinson) at the following time points while the cultures continued being incubated in a 30 C shaker: 0hr (right
before adding cycloheximide), 15min (right after adding cycloheximide), 1.5hr, 4hr, 6hr, 21hr and 28.5hr.
During the flow cytometry measurements, due to the cycloheximide treatment, changes were observed in the position of the total
cell population based on the FSC-SSC readings. Therefore, a large FSC-SSC gate covering the densest 40%–80% of the total population was applied.
ChIP-qPCR experiments
From the single colonies selected for WGS, we selected the two colonies from FL9 together with one single colony from each of the
Day0 and Day7 positive control group for histone modification characterization with ChIP-qPCR. We tested three types of histone
modifications at GAL1, GAL4, YFP and mCherry open reading frames: H3K4me3, H3K36me3 and H3Ac. A yeast strain with
set1D background was used as negative control for the H3K4me3 group. Cells from each single colony were recovered from glycerol
stock on 2% glucose minimal media plates with histidine dropout, grown overnight in minimal media containing 0.1% mannose as the
sole carbon source, and induced in minimal media containing 0.1% mannose and 0.2% galactose for 48hrs. We used 300mL of culture with OD600 0.4 to initiate ChIP.
ChIP experiments were performed as described previously (Ahn et al., 2004; Ryu and Ahn, 2014). Briefly, formaldehyde was added
to a final concentration of 1% for 20 min. Cross-linking was quenched by addition of glycine to 240 mM. Cells were collected by
centrifugation, washed in TBS twice, and then lysed with glass beads in FA lysis buffer {50 mM HEPES-KOH at pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Na deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, cOmplete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche,
11697498001), 1 mM PMSF (AmericanBio, AB01620)}. Sheared chromatin by sonication was incubated with Protein G-Sepharose
(GE Healthcare, 17-0618-01) bound with anti-H3K4me3 (Abcam, ab8580), anti-H3K36me3 (Abcam, ab9050), anti-H3Ac (Millipore,
07-360), or anti-H3 (Abcam, ab1791). Following washings, eluted chromatin fragments were treated with pronase (Roche, 11 459
643 001), and DNA was purified by phenol/chloroform extraction. qPCR assays were performed using 1:8 diluted DNA template,
and then the results for methylated or acetylated H3 were normalized to total histone H3 signals and the internal control (a fragment
amplified from an untranscribed region on ChrIV).
Forward and reverse primer sequences used for ChIP-qPCR are listed on Table S2. EPIYFP pair targets 169-327bp from 50 of YFP
ORF; EPImC-1 pair targets 177-338bp from 50 of mCherry ORF; EPIGal1-1 pair targets 319-476bp from 50 of GAL1 ORF; EPIGal4-1
pair targets 2225-2385bp from 50 of GAL4 ORF; IntIV pair is the endogenous control and targets an intergenic region on chromosome
IV.
Mating, sporulation and tetrad dissection
The desired strains were grown in YPD plates overnight. Then, a small amount of the fresh patch of cells was mixed with its mating
counterpart in a fresh YPAD plate (YPD supplemented with 20mg/L Ade) and incubated for 4h at 30 C. Zygote formation was
checked by microscopy and a portion of the mating patch was transferred to YPD+Nat+G418 plate, which selected for diploid cells.
Single diploid colonies were transferred to GNA pre-sporulation plates (Giaever et al., 2002) (5% glucose, 3% nutrient broth, 1%
yeast extract, 2% agar) and grown for a day at 30 C, and then transferred to sporulation plates (Kaiser et al., 1994) (1% potassium
acetate, 0.1% yeast extract, 0.05% dextrose, 2% agar) where they were incubated at room temperature for 4-5 days. Tetrad dissection was performed on a YPD plate after degrading the ascus wall with b-glucuronidase (Sigma-Aldrich, G7017), and then incubated
at 30 C for 2 days. The spores coming from each tetrad were spotted on YPD+G418 and YPD+Nat plates to check that they were
displaying a proper segregation pattern of the markers, which qualified them for further analysis.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Flow cytometry data analysis
Each sample of flow cytometry (FACSAria, Becton Dickinson) data were analyzed in R using the Bioconductor flowCore software
package (Hahne et al., 2009). The FSC-SSC gate was chosen to cover the densest portion of the total population and eliminate individuals with unusual morphologies, such as dying cells and cell debris; the same gate was used for all samples gathered during a
single experiment. Each FACS sample had on average 7500 cells after gating. Log-amplified fluorescence measurements for the
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gated cells were converted to linear scale for analysis. When needed for the wild-type strain, a threshold for ON state was selected
based on fluorescence measurements from uninduced cells and applied uniformly to all relevant samples.
The raw expression level of each strain on each day during the multi-day experiment is measured by averaging the single-cell reporter fluorescence as measured by flow cytometry. To control for the effect of day-to-day variations, the raw expression levels were
normalized using the average expression level of the same reporter in the positive control samples measured on the same day.
Whole Genome Sequencing data analysis
The sequencing reads were first trimmed using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) with the following settings: ‘‘LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:2:30’’ (Barbieri et al., 2017). The filtered reads from each sample were independently aligned to the current
version of S288C reference genome from Ensembl using BWA-MEM (Li, 2013) and converted to BAM format using SAMtools. Picard’s MarkDuplicates (https://github.com/broadinstitute/picard) was used to mark duplicates in the resulting BAM files. We then realigned the reads with the GATK tools (Van der Auwera et al., 2013) RealignerTargetCreator and IndelRealigner, and variants were
called using GATK’s HaplotypeCaller with ‘‘-ploidy 1.’’ SNPs and Indels were extracted from the resulting file and filtered manually
using GATK’s SelectVariants and VariantFiltration. For SNP, we used the following parameters: -filterExpression ‘‘QD<2.0 || FS>50.0
|| MQ<50.0 || SOR>3.0 || MQRankSum<-12.5 || ReadPosRankSum<-8.0.’’ For Indel, we used these parameters: -filterExpression
‘‘QD<2.0 || FS>200.0 || InbreedingCoeff<-0.8 || SOR>10.0 || ReadPosRankSum<-20.0.’’ Finally, we used VCFtools (Danecek et al.,
2011) to identify variants in FL6, FL9 and Day7-positive-control samples relative to Day0, which were then annotated with Ensembl’s
VEP tool (McLaren et al., 2016).
c2 test for checking inheritance models for sporulation outcomes
The proposed inheritance model was tested as described (Griffiths et al., 2000). Briefly, the c2 test statistic was calculated as
n
P
ðEi Oi Þ2
, where n is the number of classes for a phenotype, Ei is the expected number of individuals under that class according
Ei
i=1

to the model, and Oi is the experimentally-observed number of individuals classified under that class. This test statistic was
compared with the c2 distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom to obtain the likelihood of the experimental observation if the assumed
model was true (p value).
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Two different epigenetic information channels
in wild three-spined sticklebacks are involved in
salinity adaptation
Melanie J. Heckwolf1*†, Britta S. Meyer1†‡, Robert Häsler2, Marc P. Höppner2,
Christophe Eizaguirre3, Thorsten B. H. Reusch1

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in epigenetics challenge our understanding of
inheritance and adaptive evolution (1–3). It has been suggested
that epigenetic modifications—for example, via DNA methylation,
histone modification, or small RNAs—create phenotypic diversity
and ultimately contribute to rapid evolutionary adaptation (4–6).
Several theoretical models posit that the heritable proportion of these
molecular modifications can be classified into two distinct information channels (5, 7, 8). Selection-based epigenetic marks emerge
as spontaneous epimutations that remain stable across subsequent
generations, although their overall stability is three to four orders
of magnitude lower compared to DNA base changes (7, 9). Similar
to adaptation from DNA sequence–based variation, these epimutations may result in different phenotypes that become targets of
natural selection and thereby carry information on past selection
regimes without directly responding to the current environment
(5, 8, 10). On the other hand, detection-based effects describe inducible epigenetic marks at defined genomic locations, which are
under environmental control (7). Such transfer of parental information linked to environmental cues represents a rapid and reliable
mechanism underlying transgenerational plasticity, which is hypothesized to buffer the extinction risk of populations under sudden environmental change until genetic adaptations can catch up (“genetic
rescue”) (7, 11). Distinguishing between these mechanisms is important because they have very different implications for the evolution
of populations. Stable epigenetic marks follow evolutionary principles
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of DNA sequence–based inheritance with random variation shaped
by selection. In contrast, directional processes via inducible epigenetic
marks can be considered a transgenerational form of plasticity that
involve previously evolved regulatory mechanisms targeting specific
sites on the genome. While the principal differences between these
two transmission channels are clear (4, 5, 7), empirical evidence for
their presence in wild vertebrate populations is lacking.
Here, we assess whether these two epigenetic information channels
can be detected in nature and test whether short-term acclimation
responses match patterns of DNA methylation variation of locally
adapted populations. Transgenerational experiments that yield DNA
methylation profiles more similar to those of locally adapted natural
populations would provide evidence that DNA methylation is
mechanistically involved in adaptive transgenerational plasticity.
Studying adaptation to ocean salinity is particularly suited to identification of selection- and detection-based effects because spatiotemporal
patterns in ocean salinity are more stable than other variables, for
instance, temperature. Since salinity change imposes strong physiological stress with well-defined cellular effects (12), natural salinity
gradients offer unparalleled opportunities to use local patterns of
epigenetic variation as background against which direction and
magnitude of results from experimental salinity manipulations can
be tested. One suitable ecosystem to follow such a space-for-time
approach is the Baltic Sea, which is a semi-enclosed marginal sea
that has been dubbed a “time machine” to evaluate the predicted
perturbations associated with global change (13).
Taking advantage of the Baltic Sea salinity gradient, we sequenced
the methylomes [reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS)]
and whole genomes of three-spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus)
from three populations that are locally adapted to different salinities
[6, 20, and 33 practical salinity units (PSU)] (14) in and outside the
Baltic Sea. Specifically, we focus on the patterns of (epi)genomic
variation, while transgenerational phenotypic effects have been
described previously for the exact same populations (15).
1 of 13
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Epigenetic inheritance has been proposed to contribute to adaptation and acclimation via two information
channels: (i) inducible epigenetic marks that enable transgenerational plasticity and (ii) noninducible epigenetic
marks resulting from random epimutations shaped by selection. We studied both postulated channels by
sequencing methylomes and genomes of Baltic three-spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus) along a
salinity cline. Wild populations differing in salinity tolerance revealed differential methylation (pop-DMS) at
genes enriched for osmoregulatory processes. A two-generation experiment demonstrated that 62% of these
pop-DMS were noninducible by salinity manipulation, suggesting that they are the result of either direct
selection or associated genomic divergence at cis- or trans-regulatory sites. Two-thirds of the remaining inducible
pop-DMS increased in similarity to patterns detected in wild populations from corresponding salinities. The
level of similarity accentuated over consecutive generations, indicating a mechanism of transgenerational
plasticity. While we can attribute natural DNA methylation patterns to the two information channels, their
interplay with genomic variation in salinity adaptation is still unresolved.
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Natural populations:
Identification of DNA methylation
between locally adapted populations.

become more similar to the patterns of natural populations at
corresponding salinities. When associated with beneficial phenotypic effects and increased relative fitness, the latter would be evidence for a mechanism underlying adaptive transgenerational
plasticity (overview in Fig. 2).
RESULTS

Identifying differentially methylated CpG sites between
stickleback populations along a natural salinity cline
pop-DMS were determined via RRBS in 46 wild-caught sticklebacks
from three different sites that varied in average salinity [Sylt (SYL),
33 PSU; Kiel (KIE), 20 PSU; Nynäshamn (NYN), 6 PSU; Fig. 1]. After
quality and coverage filtering, we obtained 525,985 CpG sites present
in all groups (q < 0.0125; methylation difference, ≥15%), corresponding to ~4% of all CpG sites in the stickleback genome. Among pairs
of wild-caught populations, we detected 1470 (comparison of 20
versus 6 PSU) and 1158 (20 versus 33 PSU) pop-DMS. The distribution of these sites was random with regard to the genomic features
(promoter, exon, intron, and intergenic; 20 versus 6 PSU: X23 = 3.36,
P = 0.340; 20 versus 33 PSU: X23 = 1.61, P = 0.656; table S1) and
chromosomal regions (fig. S1A). Among these pop-DMS, 1098
(20 versus 6 PSU) and 871 (20 versus 33 PSU) were located close to
[<10 kb from transcription start sites (TSS)] or within genes and
thereby associated with 655 and 510 genes, respectively. Many of
these genes are involved in fundamental biological processes such
as DNA repair and strand renaturation, as well as chromosome
condensation and separation (fig. S2). Of particular relevance is
the enrichment in genes associated with osmoregulatory processes such as ion transport and channel activity, renal water homeostasis and absorption, and urine volume regulation (Fig. 3).

Two-generation acclimation experiment:
Characterization of stable (selection-based) and
inducible (detection-based) DNA methylation.

n = 15

Comparison:
Within- and transgenerational
acclimation.

Hypothetical future state:
Anticipated adaptive DNA
methylation pattern.

Transgenerational n = 12
Within-generational n = 11

n = 16

Control n = 12

˜

Within-generational n = 11
Transgenerational n = 12
n = 15
>30

18–30 11–18

5–11

<5

Breeding
of F1

Acclimation
of F1

Breeding and
acclimation of F2

Methylation
difference ˜

PSU

0
months

9

For 5 months

14

For 3 months

17

Future

Fig. 1. Experimental space-for-time approach. We characterized DNA methylation profiles (via RRBS) and whole genomes [whole-genome sequencing (WGS)] of
fish from three populations of wild-caught three-spined sticklebacks locally adapted to 6 (blue; n = 15), 20 (green; n = 16), and 33 (yellow; n = 15) PSU. We also bred and
acclimated sticklebacks from the mid-salinity location (20 PSU) within one (“within-generational”) or over two (“transgenerational”) generations to decreased (6 PSU) or
increased (33 PSU) salinity while maintaining a control group at its original salinity (n = 11 to 12 per group; see details in the figure). Differential methylation within and
across generations was assessed and compared to natural populations locally adapted to the corresponding salinity, serving as the hypothetical future DNA methylation
state to capture long-term adaptation processes.
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Baltic stickleback populations are genetically differentiated
[genome-wide average pairwise FST = 0.028 (14)] and show patterns
consistent with local adaptation to salinity regimes in controlled
common garden experiments (15, 16). Moreover, previous studies
have revealed transgenerational plasticity in response to variation
in temperature (17) and changes in DNA methylation levels at
osmoregulatory genes in response to within-generational salinity
manipulation (18, 19). However, it remains unclear whether DNA
methylation mediates transgenerational plasticity, a possible mechanism enabling adaptive phenotypes to rapidly emerge in the face of
environmental change. In this study, we consider transgenerational
effects to be adaptive if the preacclimation of the parents enhances
the fitness of the offspring, sometimes referred to as intergenerational
effects. To address this question, we complemented our field survey
with a two-generation salinity acclimation experiment using the mid-
salinity population (20 PSU). This experiment enabled us to quantify
the proportion of noninducible (stable, potentially selection-based)
and inducible (potentially detection-based) DNA methylation within
and across generations (Fig. 1), acknowledging that we tested methyl
ation mark stability only with respect to experimental salinity
manipulation. We focused on the methylation of cytosines at cytosine-
phosphate-guanine dinucleotides (CpG sites), the most common
methylation motif in vertebrates (20), with partial inheritance
potentially involved in adaptive evolution (11).
We tested three nonexclusive hypotheses: (i) Stickleback populations from different salinities (6, 20, and 33 PSU) show differentially methylated CpG sites (hereafter referred to as pop-DMS).
(ii) Such pop-DMS include both types of methylation sites: experimentally stable sites (potentially selection based) and experimentally
inducible sites (potentially detection based). (iii) Upon transgenerational salinity acclimation, inducible DNA methylations
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Genes associated with ≥10 pop-DMS are listed in Table 1 [for all
genes, see table S2 (A and B)].
Characterizing stable and inducible DNA methylation
in a two-generation salinity acclimation experiment
To assess the proportion of inducible DNA methylation, we conducted a two-generation salinity acclimation experiment with
laboratory-bred sticklebacks from the mid-salinity population that
was subjected to either increased or decreased salinity (Fig. 1). We
considered pop-DMS to be noninducible (hereafter referred to as
“stable”) when both the within-generational and the transgenerational
acclimation groups were not differentially methylated compared to
Heckwolf et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz1138
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the control group (q ≥ 0.0125). On the other hand, if a pop-DMS
was differentially methylated between at least one of the acclimation groups (within- and transgenerational) compared to the control group (q < 0.0125; methylation difference, ≥15%), then this site
was considered inducible. Pop-DMS with a significant q value not
exceeding the threshold of differential DNA methylation were
treated as a separate category (hereafter referred to as inconclusive).
After two generations of salinity acclimation, we found that most of
the pop-DMS remained stable, regardless of the direction of salinity
change (926 pop-DMS, 63% at decreased salinity; 694 pop-DMS,
60% at increased salinity). A smaller number of pop-DMS
(13%) were inducible, as they showed a significant change in CpG
3 of 13
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Fig. 2. Graphical summary of the main results. We used the Baltic Sea salinity gradient to study the role of DNA methylation in local salinity adaptation and the
response to salinity change in a space-for-time approach. To assess the potential future acclimatization and adaptation processes of the natural stickleback population
from 20 PSU (KIE; green) to the predicted desalination (63), we compared differences in DNA methylation at CpG sites between wild-caught and laboratory-bred
sticklebacks. Following the experiment timeline (bottom), we compared methylation levels of the experimental control group from 20 PSU to within- and transgenerational acclimation of 20 PSU sticklebacks to 6 PSU (DNA from left to right). The population locally adapted to 6 PSU serves as the hypothetical future state in which
salinities will decrease (blue; DNA on the right). The three main results are written in the circles with schematically and horizontally corresponding DNA methylation
changes. (i) Sixty-three percent of the DMS between the populations remained stable under experimental salinity change. (ii) The direction of experimental methylation
change was dependent not only on the treatment but also on the degree of genetic differentiation between the populations [see Fig. 4 (A to D) for results]. (iii) Transgenerational salinity acclimation shifted DNA methylation patterns closer to the anticipated adaptive state found in the hypothetical future population [see Fig. 4 (E to H)
for results]. For clarity, only one (6 PSU) of the two foreign salinity regimes tested (6 and 33 PSU) is shown. The results for the experimental fish acclimated to 33 PSU were
very similar (see Fig. 1 for full experimental design and Fig. 4 for results).
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Fig. 3. Gene Ontology terms for biological processes and molecular functions. Gene Ontology (GO) terms for biological processes and molecular functions under
salinity increase (20 versus 33 PSU; yellow) and decrease (20 versus 6 PSU; blue) associated with pop-DMS are presented. The graph is split into GO terms associated with
pop-DMS from natural stickleback populations across a salinity cline (wild) and their experimental inducibility (inducible and stable) in a two-generation acclimation
experiment. The size of the circles refers to the number of genes of this term in the groups (in %), and the transparency refers to the false discovery rate–corrected P value
(darker circles refer to a lower adjusted P value). This subset is filtered for GO terms including the following keywords: “channel,” “transport,” “water,” “chloride,” “potassium,”
“homeostasis,” “ion-dependent,” “urine,” “ATP” (adenosine 5′-triphosphate), and “metabolic”; see fig. S2 for the full figure. cGMP, guanosine 3′,5′-monophosphate; cAMP,
adenosine 3′,5′-monophosphate; G protein, heterotrimeric GTP-binding protein.

methylation upon experimental salinity decrease (198 pop-DMS)
or increase (148 pop-DMS). An additional 24 and 27% (346 and 316
pop-DMS, respectively) were inconclusive. The number of inducible
pop-DMS (13%) derived from comparisons between natural popuHeckwolf et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz1138
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lations was much higher than expected from a random subset of
CpG sites across the genome (<1%; 1000 replicates; salinity decrease:
X22 = 1090.7, P < 0.001; salinity increase: X22 = 967.7, P < 0.001).
This means that pop-DMS are enriched for sites that plastically
4 of 13
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Table 1. Differentially methylated genes across natural populations along a salinity cline. Genes derived from DNA methylation comparisons between
natural populations associated with ≥10 pop-DMS [decreased salinity: KIE (20 PSU) versus NYN (6 PSU); increased salinity: KIE (20 PSU) versus SYL (33 PSU)].
Ensembl gene ID and name as well as the position on the chromosome are listed. The numbers refer to the numbers of DMS in the population comparison
(wild). These DMS were classified into inducible, inconclusive, and stable sites according to their behavior in a two-generation salinity acclimation experiment
with laboratory-bred sticklebacks from the mid-salinity population (20 PSU) exposed to experimental salinity increase or decrease (33 and 6 PSU, respectively).
Furthermore, inducible sites were distinguished whether they matched methylation levels of the locally adapted population (expected) or not (opposite). Genes
written in bold vary in both population comparisons. We used a Fisher’s exact test to assess whether pop-DMS associated to the same gene are correlated in
their response to experimental salinity change (nonrandom distribution among the categories stable, inducible, and inconclusive) and reported corresponding
P values. For a full table on all genes associated with one or more pop-DMS, see table S2 (A and B).
Chromosome

Start
position

End
position

Gene
name

Wild

Inducible

Expected
inducible

Opposite
inducible

Stable

In
conclusive

Fisher’s
exact (P)

ENSGACG00000008328

Chr10

12860144

12863850

si:dkey166 k12.1

24

0

0

0

9

15

0.005

ENSGACG00000019416

Chr7

4451892

4453656

HMX1
ortholog

17

0

0

0

9

8

0.033

ENSGACG00000013229

Chr18

15327717

15352321

15

0

0

0

3

12

0.011

ENSGACG00000017287

Chr3

13454527

13465167

mmp16b

12

0

0

0

12

0

0.001

ENSGACG00000017584

Chr3

14690814

14694448

CCNY

12

12

12

0

0

0

0.001

si:ch211153b23.5

12

1

1

0

3

8

0.188

Ensembl gene ID
Salinity decrease:

Chr4

12141625

12143011

ENSGACG00000008034

Chr6

9368187

9380941

11

10

10

0

0

1

0.014

ENSGACG00000009469

Chr1

9166576

9173856

egln2

11

0

0

0

11

0

0.001

ENSGACG00000004433

Chr17

2127457

2211376

igsf21a

10

10

10

0

0

0

0.003

ENSGACG00000007343

Chr10

10666995

10679875

col9a2

10

0

0

0

6

4

0.227

ENSGACG00000018407

Chr4

13828336

13837518

Sncb

10

2

2

0

5

3

0.848

Salinity increase:
ENSGACG00000020323

Chr7

17010160

17011176

23

0

0

0

22

1

<0.001

ENSGACG00000013229

Chr18

15327717

15352321

15

10

10

0

1

4

0.125

ENSGACG00000013359

Chr11

12960883

12968110

sec14l1

15

0

0

0

12

3

0.011

4453656

HMX1
ortholog

15

3

3

0

5

7

0.745

ddx10

14

0

0

0

6

8

0.077

14

1

0

1

7

6

0.277

ZC3H12D

13

0

0

0

3

10

0.034

ENSGACG00000019416

Chr7

4451892

ENSGACG00000002948

Chr8

218240

221355

ENSGACG00000016350

Chr14

3603545

3604923

ENSGACG00000006636

Chr18

4780893

4786820

ENSGACG00000004667

Chr12

4273498

4286193

tti1

12

0

0

0

12

0

0.001

ENSGACG00000015566

Chr2

9043062

9051779

casc4

10

0

0

0

10

0

0.003

respond to salinity change, which is expected for populations from
different salinities.
Stable and inducible pop-DMS are associated with different
functional gene categories
Gene functions associated with stable pop-DMS (452 and 329 under salinity decrease and increase, respectively) were enriched not
only for a number of fundamental biological processes such as DNA
repair and chromosome separation (fig. S2) but also for osmoregulatory functions (e.g., ion channel activity; Fig. 3). Furthermore,
under increased salinity, many metabolic processes were found
among the stable pop-DMS (Fig. 3). Inducible pop-DMS were associated with genes (100 and 82 under salinity decrease and increase,
respectively) that were primarily enriched for other osmoregulatory
functions regulating, for example, ion transmembrane transport
Heckwolf et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz1138
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(Fig. 3 and fig. S2). Therefore, stable and inducible pop-DMS affect
not only different genes but also different gene ontologies with little
overlap (Fig. 3 and fig. S2).
Assessing the role of inducible DNA methylation in nature
We investigated whether multiple pop-DMS associated with the same
gene showed a correlated response to experimental salinity acclimation, which would require that they are nonrandomly distributed
among the three categories stable, “inducible,” and “inconclusive.”
Accordingly, we found a correlated response for pop-DMS at 13 of
20 genes (genes with more than 10 pop-DMS; Fisher’s exact test,
P < 0.05; Table 1), which suggests that inducible pop-DMS are predefined and directed.
We then tested whether inducible pop-DMS in the experimental
fish became more similar to methylation levels found in natural
5 of 13
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for RRBS and calculated the degree of genomic differentiation per
inducible pop-DMS as mean FST value (±5-kb window) between
populations. In line with our hypothesis, the populations from KIE
(20 PSU) and NYN (6 PSU) were genetically more differentiated at
opposite inducible pop-DMS than at expected sites (decreased salinity: .mean.FST = −0.014, P = 0.002; Fig. 4, A and C). A similar,
yet not significant, trend was found between the populations from
KIE (20 PSU) and SYL (33 PSU) (increased salinity: .mean.FST =
−0.005, P = 0.153; Fig. 4, B and D). An alternative explanation is
that not only salinity but also, rather, a combination of environmental
cues (i.e., temperature, predation, and food) resulted in the methylation
patterns found in the SYL population, which we did not include in
our experiment. To understand whether selection has shaped the
differences between increased and decreased salinity exposure, we
tracked survival rates from fertilized eggs to the 3-month-old offspring
and compared them between treatment groups. Mortality differed
significantly between the treatment groups [generalized linear mixed
model (GLMM), X24 = 66.159, P < 0.001; Fig. 5A and table S3A]
with increased mortality under increased salinity, while mortality
under decreased salinity was generally low and did not differ from

Fig. 4. The duration of acclimation (within-generational versus transgenerational) and level of genomic differentiation between populations influence DNA
methylation at inducible sites. (A and B) Mean FST values for inducible pop-DMS (with a ± 5-kb window) under experimental salinity decrease (top; blue) and increase
(bottom; yellow) that shifted methylation levels toward the values observed in either the field (expected) or the opposite direction (opposite). A randomization test
(with 10,000 bootstraps) was performed for the difference between expected and opposite mean FST value (.mean.FST = expected mean FST – opposite mean FST) (C and
D). Under the one-tailed hypothesis of increased genetic differentiation at opposite sites and an  of 0.05, the P value was calculated as values smaller than the true
difference divided by 10,000 bootstraps. In (E to H), the y axis shows the percentage match between the within- and transgenerational acclimation groups in relation to
the methylation differentiation level found in natural populations at inducible pop-DMS. This value was obtained by calculating the difference between the methylation
change in the experiment (meth.diff.exp in %; control versus within-generational or control versus transgenerational) and the difference in methylation between natural
populations (meth.diff.wild in %) as .meth.diff = 100 − (meth.diff.wild − meth.diff.exp). Mean values ± 95% confidence interval are shown for within- and transgenerational acclimation to decreased and increased salinity at expected and opposite inducible sites. Colors refer to the direction of DNA methylation change
(hypomethylation or hypermethylation). Values closer to 100 indicate a shift in methylation pattern toward adaptive methylation levels found in natural populations, and
asterisks indicate the significance level (***P ≤ 0.001 and **P ≤ 0.01) for the comparison between within- and transgenerational acclimation. “Main effect” refers to an effect
of acclimation (within- or transgenerational), and “interaction effect” refers to an interaction of acclimation and methylation direction (hypo- or hypermethylation).
Heckwolf et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz1138
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populations. Of the 198 (decreased salinity) and 148 (increased
salinity) inducible pop-DMS, 130 (66%) and 101 (68%), respectively,
became more similar to methylation levels of wild population to the
corresponding salinity (hereafter referred to as “expected” direction).
Conversely, at 68 (34%; decreased salinity) and 47 (32%; increased
salinity) inducible pop-DMS, experimental fish showed methylation
changes in the opposite direction, reducing the similarity to methylation levels observed in the natural populations (hereafter referred
to as “opposite” direction).
Why, in a proportion of inducible methylation marks, the similarity
between experimental and natural methylation levels was reduced
was puzzling. One explanation could be a high level of genomic differentiation between the populations at these sites since genomic
variation can have a strong cis-regulatory impact on epigenomic
variation and may alter direction and function of methylation
marks together (21). Thus, we hypothesized that opposite inducible
pop-DMS are more often occurring in regions with higher genomic
(DNA sequence–based) differentiation, while we anticipated the
reverse at expected inducible pop-DMS. Accordingly, we resequenced
whole genomes of the same wild-caught individuals that we used
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the control group (Fig 5A and table S3A). Hence, while we cannot
entirely disregard the effect of selection for increased experimental
salinity, the patterns observed at pop-DMS upon reduced salinity are
likely the sole result of tolerance mechanisms for salinity change.
Comparing within- and transgenerational acclimation
effects on inducible DNA methylation
To test for adaptive transgenerational plasticity, we evaluated whether
salinity acclimation over two, instead of only one, consecutive generations enhances the similarity of inducible pop-DMS with patterns
found among wild populations at corresponding salinities. To do so,
we calculated the percentage match (.meth.diff; Fig. 4, E to H)
between the experimental groups and the anticipated adaptive methylation levels of wild populations. In line with our hypothesis, we
found that transgenerational compared to within-generational salinity
manipulation increased the .meth.diff (for expected inducible
methylation, decreased salinity: F1,256 = 30.42, P < 0.001; increased
salinity: F1,198 = 10.39, P = 0.001; Fig. 4, E and F). Under decreased
experimental salinity, we found an interaction of “methylation direction”
(hyper- or hypomethylation) and “acclimation” (within- and transgenerational) affecting the .meth.diff [analysis of variance (ANOVA),
.meth.diff ~ methylation direction × acclimation, F1,256 = 7.69, P =
0.006; Fig. 4E]. Specifically, transgenerational acclimation increased
the similarity of hypomethylated sites to methylation levels found in
Heckwolf et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaaz1138
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natural populations, while hypermethylated sites showed similar values
within and across generations (Fig. 4E). While, for expected inducible sites, this effect was only present under decreased salinity, at
opposite inducible sites, transgenerational acclimation to decreased
and increased salinity elevated the .meth.diff at hypomethylated sites
(ANOVA, .meth.diff ~ methylation direction × acclimation, decreased
salinity: F1,132 = 19.89, P < 0.001; increased salinity: F1,90 = 9.85, P =
0.002; Fig. 4, G and H).
To infer the effect of DNA methylation differences on offspring,
we compared fitness proxies among control, within-generational,
and transgenerational acclimation groups (22). Specifically, we assessed the total weight, standard length (SDL), and the hepatosomatic index (HSI) as a proxy for energy reserves in the form of
liver glycogen storage. SDL (GLMM, X24 = 9.965, P = 0.041; Fig. 5B
and table S3B) and total weight (GLMM, X24 = 11.518, P = 0.021;
Fig. 5D and table S3D) differed between treatment groups. Highly
significant differences were detected for the HSI (GLMM, X24 =
22.688, P < 0.001; Fig. 5C and table S3C), with elevated HSI observed under decreased salinity compared to fish from the control
group. This supports previous findings, showing that osmoregulation
at 6 PSU is energetically less demanding than that at higher salinities
(15, 16). Under increased salinity, HSI was lower compared to that
of fish exposed to decreased salinity in the within-generational acclimation group, while a transgenerational acclimation to increased
7 of 13
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Fig. 5. Effects of salinity acclimation on fitness-correlated factors. For all five acclimation groups [control group (20 PSU), within-generational, and transgenerational acclimation to 6 or 33 PSU], survival rates in percent (A), standard length in centimeters (B), hepatosomatic index (C), and total weight in grams (D) are displayed.
Letters indicate significant differences resulting from Tukey post hoc tests (table S3). HSI, hepatosomatic index.
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salinity partially removed this difference. Although not significant,
we observed a trend toward higher mean HSI in the transgenerational acclimation group compared to the within-generational acclimation group at the same salinity (Fig. 5C and table S3C).
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DMS associated with the same gene showed synchronized responses
(Table 1). Furthermore, inducible pop-DMS were associated with
different osmoregulatory genes compared to stable pop-DMS. Thus,
inducible sites reflect a salinity-mediated plastic response, allowing
individuals to regulate their ion balance relative to the seawater
medium instantaneously without requiring any further genetic adDISCUSSION
aptation. More than two-thirds of these inducible pop-DMS became
This study investigated whether two postulated channels of epigenetic more similar to methylation patterns found in wild population. The
inheritance (selection based and detection based) can be identified similarity of these pop-DMS methylation levels between naturally
in natural populations, focusing on salinity adaptation among pop- adapted and experimentally acclimated population increased across
ulations of three-spined sticklebacks. Consistent with expectations generations. Considering the corresponding beneficial phenotypic
for selection-based DNA methylation sites (7), we identified pop-DMS effects, this strongly suggests that adaptive transgenerational plasticity
between populations that were both enriched for osmoregulatory plays a role in salinity acclimation. Since we used a split-clutch defunctions and stable with respect to two generations of experimental sign for the breeding experiment, we can assume that these groups
salinity manipulation. Phenotypic variation originating from selection- have similar genomic backgrounds. Furthermore, as mortality levels
based DNA methylation sites that are expected to have high epimuta- at low salinity remained low and did not differ between treatment
tion rates [~10−4 for Arabidopsis thaliana (9)] could allow populations groups, we can rule out any effect of selection altering the genotype
to explore the fitness landscape faster than under DNA sequence– composition in the groups at decreased salinity.
based genetic variation alone [mutation rate, ~10−8 (5, 23)]. Whether
The induction of methylation sites has been discussed as a poand at which rate these randomly emerging epimutations, as predicted tential buffer for environmental changes (11, 17, 35). We found
for selection-based DNA methylation (5), occur in vertebrates remains that the potential for adaptive transgenerational effects, specifically
unresolved. Notwithstanding, the observed enrichment of osmo- the ability to establish the anticipated adaptive methylation pattern
regulatory gene functions for stable methylation sites (Fig. 3) sug- found in the wild, differed among methylation directions (hypo- and
gests that they were subject to divergent natural selection, possible hypermethylated sites; Fig. 4, E, G, and H), with a higher potential
in interaction with DNA sequence–based variation. Furthermore, for transgenerational plasticity at hypomethylated sites. In line with
since local adaptation is 10 times more likely to involve changes in our finding, the spontaneous addition of a methyl group to a cytosine
gene expression than in amino acid sequence (24), it is conceivable is 2.5 times more likely than the removal (23). Methylation reprothat differential DNA methylation and, consequently, regulation of gramming that includes extensive methylation removal and de novo
osmoregulatory genes may contribute to local salinity adaptation. methylation during gamete formation and zygote development could
In sticklebacks, for instance, immunological adaptation has been shown thus serve as mechanisms to demethylate CpG sites in the transto be mediated by gene expression (25). One of the top candidate generational acclimation group (36, 37).
genes differentially methylated between populations from 20 and
The genetic background is considered to be an important source
6 PSU was eda (ectodysplasin A), a well-described gene involved for epigenomic variation via cis- and trans-regulatory mechanisms
in lateral plate formation (26). Salinity and calcium are significant (21, 38, 39). Thus, we characterized the genomic region surrounding
drivers of plate morphology (27) in proposed conjunction with pre- each inducible pop-DMS and quantified the level of population difdation (28). Our findings suggest that repeated and parallel selection ferentiation (FST). This analysis revealed a negative correlation befor the low plated eda allele in response to low saline habitats (29–31), tween population genetic differentiation and the propensity of the
including the Baltic Sea (14, 32), may also involve methylation- experimental population to approach the methylation level of the low
related mechanisms. Previous studies have shown that energetic cost salinity population (NYN) under salinity decrease (Fig. 4, A and C).
for Baltic sticklebacks increases with increasing difference between Here, experimentally induced DNA methylation becomes more
treatment and isosmotic salinity conditions [~11 PSU (33)] (15, 16). similar to the methylation in natural populations only in genomic
In line with these findings, we observed many metabolic processes regions with low genetic differentiation. On the other hand, when
associated with stable pop-DMS under increased salinity, also re- experimentally induced methylation differences to the low salinity
flected in the lower HSI of fish at that salinity. Together, our results population increase (Fig. 4, A and C), this occurs in a more divergent
on the noninducible fraction of differentially methylated genes are genomic background, suggesting that the genome has undergone
consistent with a role in local salinity adaptation across stickleback selection leading to DNA-based local adaptation, rendering epigenetic
populations (Fig. 3; Table 1; fig. S2; and table S2, A and B). These modifications less relevant (5). Under increased salinity, a relationship
patterns of local adaptation in DNA methylation can have a genomic between genomic differentiation (as FST) and methylation direction
basis in the form of cis- and trans-acting genomic loci (21, 34). was inconclusive, suggesting that a combination of environmental
Whether the differential methylation patterns represent an inde- cues shaped DNA methylation levels among wild populations at these
pendent mechanism for local adaptation or are rather a consequence sites. Overall, these findings emphasize the importance of the genomic
of DNA sequence–based genetic differentiation needs further background for interpreting DNA methylation patterns.
Together, our study provides the first empirical evidence that
study. Since our experiment only manipulated salinity while keeping all other factors constant, it is possible that some pop-DMS stable and inducible DNA methylation in wild animal populations
that were stable under salinity change could be inducible by other follows predictions from evolutionary theory of selection- and
detection-based epigenetic information channels (Fig. 2) (5, 7). While
changing parameters.
With respect to the second postulated information channel, the selection-based information channel assumes random variation
detection-based epigenetic inheritance (7), we identified more from epimutation that is subsequently shaped by selection or drift,
experimentally inducible pop-DMS than expected by chance. Multiple the detection-based information channel allows a directional response
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in the form of transgenerational plasticity. Because the evolutionary
implications of these two channels of inheritance are very different,
future transgenerational or epigenetic studies should distinguish
among both fundamentally different processes. Whether epigenetic
marks, such as differentially methylated sites studied here, can
permanently be attributed to one of the two categories or rather
represent a continuum of stability levels and directionality will
need further experimental testing over multiple generations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Survey and experimental design
For the field survey, we collected juvenile three-spined sticklebacks
(G. aculeatus; 31.68 ± 14.25 mm) from three different salinity regimes
inside and outside the Baltic Sea [SYL, Germany (55°00′58.3″N,
8°26′22.0″E), 33 PSU (n = 16); KIE, Germany (54°26′11.8″N, 10°10′20.2″E),
20 PSU (n = 16); NYN, Sweden (58°52′44.7″N, 17°56′06.2″E), 6 PSU
(n = 16)] in September 2014. Fish were immediately euthanized using
tricaine methane sulfonate solution (MS222), photographed, measured (length and total weight), and stored in RNAlater solution
(24 hours at 7°C, afterward at −20°C). A cut along the ventral side
ensured that the RNAlater solution diffused into all tissues. Conserved specimens were later dissected in the laboratory, and gill tissue
was separated as the main osmoregulatory organ in fishes. For the
acclimation experiment, we collected adult fish from KIE (20 PSU),
which were crossed in our facilities at GEOMAR to obtain 10 F1
laboratory-bred families, herein referred to as “parental generation”.
At 9 months after hatch, we split each family into three salinity
treatment groups of 10 fish each: one at 33 PSU, one at 6 PSU, and
one control group at 20 PSU. The salinity transition was performed
within 10 days by 3-PSU steps every second day. Over the entire
time, each group was fed ad libitum and kept in a 20-liter aquarium
connected to one of three filter tanks per salinity treatment. After
5 months under treatment conditions, six pure crosses per salinity
treatment group were performed in vitro, herein referred to as “offspring generation” (F2). Offspring and parental generations were
kept at 18°C water temperature and a 15:9 light/dark (L/D) cycle.
During the past 8 weeks before the F2 crosses, the F1 generation
underwent an artificial winter to trigger reproduction (2 weeks at
12°C, 12:12 L/D; 4 weeks at 6°C, 8:16 L/D; 2 weeks at 12°C, 12:12
L/D). Upon fertilization, clutches were split and separated into different treatments (Fig. 1). At 3 months after hatch, laboratory-bred
F2 sticklebacks were euthanized using MS222, photographed, and
dissected, and their gill tissue was stored in RNAlater solution. The
age at sampling matched the estimated age of the wild-caught
juveniles (3 months). In addition to the 48 wild-caught individuals
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Mortality and HSI
Mortality was monitored throughout the experiment to account for
possible nonrandom effect of selection. Three months after hatch, we
assessed the SDL, total weight, and liver weight of the experimental
F2 generation and calculated the HSI (HSI = liver weight/total
weight × 100), which is a proxy for energy reserves in the form of
glycogen storage. We analyzed the effect of treatment (five treatment groups; Fig. 1) on the survival rate per family as a ratio of
“alive” versus “dead” fish using glmer implemented in the R package
“lme4” (40) with binomial error and “crossing” as well as “climate
chamber” as random effects. The effect of treatment on HSI, SDL,
and total weight was analyzed fitting three individual linear mixed-
effect models using lmer in lme4 (40) with Gaussian error and
crossing as well as tank nested within climate chamber as random
effects. Tukey post hoc tests were run using the glht function implemented in the package multicomp (41) to identify significant
differences between treatment groups.
DNA extraction
For the field survey, DNA extraction of gill tissue (n = 16 individuals
per population) was performed using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue
Kit (QIAGEN). Further purification of the extracted DNA was done
with NucleoSpin gDNA Clean-up (Macherey-Nagel). For laboratory-
bred F2 offspring of the two-generation acclimation experiment, dual
extraction of whole RNA and DNA was performed from gill tissue
(n = 11 to 12 individuals per treatment group; Fig. 1) stored in
RNAlater solution using the AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN).
Purity and quality of the extracted DNA were estimated using a
NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
and a standard agarose gel (1% agarose/tris-acetate-EDTA). DNA
concentration was assessed using the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). To obtain a balanced sex ratio (50:50), we determined the gender of the individuals using a sex-specific genetic
polymorphism in isocitrate dehydrogenase with a modified protocol
from Peichel et al. (42). For the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
(settings: once 94°C for 3 min; 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 54°C for
20 s, and 72°C for 30 s; once 72°C for 5 min), 1 l of forward and
reverse primer (5 M) was used with 4.9 l of water, 1 l of 10×
buffer, 1 l of deoxynucleotide triphosphate (0.5 M), and 0.1 l of
DreamTaq (5 U/l). The resulting PCR products were visualized
with a capillary electrophoresis on the 3100 ABI sequencer and a
500 LIZ size standard. While males show a heterogametic signal with
two bands [at approximately 300 and 270 base pairs (bp)], females
lack the band at 270 bp.
Library preparation and sequencing
(whole-genome sequencing)
For whole-genome sequencing (WGS), the TruSeq Nano DNA
(Illumina) library preparation kit was used according to the manufacturer’s protocol by the Sequencing Facility of the IKMB, University
of Kiel. Ultrasonication was conducted with a Covaris E220 (Covaris)
to shear the input DNA (100 ng per sample and 350-bp insert size).
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Animal welfare
All catches were performed under legal authorization issued by the
German Ministry of Energy Transition, Agriculture, Environment,
Nature and Digitalization in Schleswig-Holstein (MELUR: V2427224.121-19), the Danish Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries
of Denmark (case no: 14-7410-000227), the Estonian Ministry of the
Environment (Keskkonnaministeerium - eripüügiluba nr 28/2014),
and the Swedish Sea and Water Authority (Havs och Vattenmyndigheten).
Ethical permission for the experiments required by German law
was given by the MELUR: V312-7224.121-19, and the study is also
in line with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
guidelines.

from KIE, NYN, and SYL that were used in the above field survey,
we sequenced whole genomes from gill tissue of an additional
three populations of sticklebacks, namely, from Falsterbo, Sweden
(55°24′46.6″N, 12°55′52.3″E; 10 PSU; n = 16), Letipea (59°33′07.6”N,
26°36′29.7″E; 4 PSU; n = 16), and Barsta (62°51′47.1″N, 18°23′51.0″E;
5 PSU; n = 16).
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Before the enrichment with a PCR step (8 cycles), fragmented and
bead-purified DNA was ligated with adenylate at the blunt 3′ ends
(end repair and A-tailing) and with indexing adapters. Fragments
were cleaned with MagSi-NGS prep Plus Beads (Steinbrenner).
Paired-end sequencing of the quality-controlled and multiplexed
libraries was performed on the Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform
(2 × 150–bp reads).
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quality-checked using FastQC version 0.11.5 (48) and MultiQC
version 1.3 (44). Adapters were removed with cutadapt version 1.9.1
(49) using multiple adapter sequences (NNAGATCGGAAGAGCACAC, AGATCGGAAGAGCACAC, and ATCGGAAGAGCACAC) with a minimum overlap of 1 bp between adapter and read.
This was necessary to remove primer dimers and avoid false methylation calls systematically caused by the RRBS end-repair step during
library preparation, if the end-repair step adds artificial cytosines.
Quality assessment, data filtering, and mapping (WGS)
Simultaneously, cutadapt was used to trim low-quality bases (-q 20)
The command line tools of Picard version 2.7.1 (Broad Institute from the 3′ end and remove trimmed reads shorter than 10 bases.
2016) was used to (i) reformat the Fastq to uBAM file format and An air bubble during sequencing caused the bases 66 to 72 of 10 tiles
to add further values (read group, etc.) to the SAM header using of one lane (affecting 12 individuals) to have low-quality values, which
FastqToSam, (ii) mark the location of adapter sequences using were removed in a custom awk script. Two poor-quality individuals
MarkIlluminaAdapters, and (iii) reconvert the sequences to Fastq (a SYL and a NYN female) did not meet our strict quality requireformat with SamToFastq. The stickleback genome (Broad/gasAcu1) ments (e.g., ≥5 million reads; mapping efficiency, >52%) and showed
was indexed with bwa index and used as a reference for the map- biases in the proportion of bases per position compared to other
ping with bwa mem (43) version 07.12-r1044. To retain the meta- individuals (plot in FastQC “per base sequence content”). Therefore,
information from the uBAMs, we used MergeBamAlignment. Picard we excluded these two libraries from downstream analysis resulting in
was also used to identify duplicates with MarkDuplicates. Basic statis- 15 instead of 16 individuals from SYL and NYN (Fig. 1). Bisulfite contics were generated with CollectWgsMetrics, CollectInsertSizeMetrics, version efficiency was assessed from the spike-in controls (Cambridge
and AlignmentSummaryMetrics and summarized with MultiQC Epigenetix) using the cegxQC software (50). Overall, conversion levels
version 1.0.dev0 (44). A total number of 4,463,070,154 high-quality were 2.4 ± 1.8% conversion of methylated cytosines and 99.6 ± 0.5%
reads (mapping quality, >Q20) was mapped resulting in a mean conversion of unmethylated cytosines, which is in line with expected
depth of 13.84× (sd. 2.02×) and a mean insert size of 383.07 bp (sd. conversion rates (table S4). We used Bismark version 0.17.0 (51) to
9.40 bp; table S3). GATK version 3.7 HaplotypeCaller (45) was run index the University of California Santa Cruz stickleback reference
to determine the likelihoods of the haplotypes per sample, i.e., to genome (Broad/gasAcu1) and to generate the bisulfite alignments
call single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels (insertion- with Bowtie2 version 2.3.3 at default settings. Bismark was also used
deletion), which were then processed with GenotypeGVCFs for a to extract the methylation calls. Average mapping efficiency was
joint genotyping. SNPs were selected using hard filters for quality 63.7 ± 2.4% (table S4).
and extracted from the raw genotypes with a combination of the
SelectVariants, VariantsToTable, and VariantFiltration commands. Identification of differentially methylated sites
VCFtools (46) was used in a next step, removing SNPs with a mini- The methylation calls were analyzed in R version 3.4.1 (52) using
mum quality score below 20 and a minor allele frequency greater the package methylKit version 1.3.8 (53). CpG loci were filtered for
than or equal to 0.0049.
a minimum coverage of 10 reads per site. To account for potential
PCR bias, we additionally excluded all sites in the 99.9th percentile
Library preparation and sequencing (RRBS)
of coverage. To improve the methylation estimates, we corrected
The library preparation for methylation analyses followed the for SNPs, which could have led to a wrong methylation call. The
Smallwood and Kelsey RRBS protocol (47). A total of 100- to 250-ng excluded positions were derived with custom-written Perl scripts
purified DNA was digested with the methylation-insensitive Msp I from C-to-T and G-to-A SNPs with genotype quality of 20 and a
restriction enzyme, which cuts at the “CCGG” motif and thereby minimum allele frequency of 0.005 (see above) from the 96 wildenriches for CpG regions. DNA end-repair and A-tailing were caught individuals with a combination of custom-written Perl and
conducted, and untailed CEGX spike-in controls (Cambridge R scripts using packages from methylKit (53) and GenomicRanges
Epigenetix) were added. These are DNA oligos of known sequence (54). After normalizing coverage values between samples, using
and with known cytosine modification, which can be used for normalizeCoverage implemented in methylKit, we excluded all
downstream assessment of bisulfite conversion efficiency. After sites that were present in fewer than nine individuals per treatment
adapter ligation, bisulfite conversion was conducted using the group from downstream analysis. As previously shown, sex-specific
EZ-96 DNA Methylation-Gold Kit (Zymo Research) according to methylation affects <0.1% of CpG sites on autosomal chromosomes
the manufacturer’s protocol. PCR amplifications with 19 cycles were but >5% of CpGs on the sex chromosome (18). Therefore, to exclude
performed. Quality control of purified PCR products was performed a potential sex bias, we removed all CpG sites located on the sex
on a 2200 TapeStation System (Agilent), and high-quality libraries chromosomes (chromosome 19), resulting in a high-quality dataset
were pooled and diversified with 15% PhiX. Single-end sequencing with 525,985 CpG sites. Last, by checking the first six principal
with 100-bp read length was conducted on a HiSeq 2500 sequencer components of the resulting principal components analysis and run(Illumina).
ning an ANOVA on the filtered dataset, we confirmed the absence
of an effect of sex on global methylation pattern (F124,1 = 2.611, P =
0.109). However, the principal components analysis revealed a bias
Quality assessment, data filtering, and mapping (RRBS)
In total, 106 individuals (48 wild-caught and 58 experimental fish) in methylation pattern by families over all experimental groups. Thereof balanced sex ratio were DNA-sequenced at an average of 19.8 ± fore, to identify differentially methylated CpG sites (DMS) between
3.5 million reads for experimental fish and 11.4 ± 2.1 million reads treatment groups, we performed pairwise comparisons (table S5)
for wild-caught fish (table S4). Demultiplexed Fastq files were fitting a logistic regression model per CpG site with calculateDiffMeth
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in methylKit using family as covariate for the experimental groups.
A chi-square test was applied to assess significance levels of DMS,
and P values were corrected to q values for multiple testing using
the sliding linear model method (55). In addition, we accounted for
multiple use of groups in pairwise comparisons and adjusted the 
for the q value according to Bonferroni correction to 0.0125 (0.05/4).
Ultimately, CpG sites were considered to be differentially methylated
with a q < 0.0125 and a minimum weighted mean methylation
difference of 15%. To ensure that the DMS obtained are not laboratory artifacts, we used calculateDiffMeth implemented in methylKit
and compared the wild population from KIE to the experimental
control group (KIE population from 20 PSU at 20 PSU). The resulting
11,828 DMS were excluded from the DMS obtained by the pairwise
comparisons mentioned above (table S5). DMS were plotted across
the genome for the comparison between KIE versus NYN (20 versus
6 PSU; blue fish) and KIE versus SYL (20 versus 33 PSU; yellow fish)
using ggplot2 (56) and hypoimg (57) (fig. S1).

	
δ.meth.diff = 100 – (meth.diff.wild – meth.diff.exp)	
As we subtracted this difference from 100, values closer to 100 indicated higher similarity of experimentally inducible methylation with
the postulated adaptive DNA methylation pattern in natural populations. By comparing the “.meth.diff” for within- and transgenerational
acclimation using an ANOVA, we can assess whether there is a difference in inducibility of methylation to match patterns found in wildcaught populations. All analyses were run separately for decreased
(6 PSU; KIE-NYN) and increased (33 PSU; KIE-SYL) salinity.
To detect potential functional associations of the observed
changes in DNA methylation state, we classified the genomic
region of a pop-DMS on the basis of their nearest TSS using
annotateWithGeneParts and getAssociationWithTSS implemented
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Estimation of DNA sequence–based genetic differentiation
at differentially methylated sites
To evaluate the genetic differentiation up- and downstream (in sum,
10 kb) of the pop-DMS position, we calculated the mean FST values
(≤60% missing data and depth, ≥5) from WGS data of the exact
same individuals with vcftools version 0.1.15 (62). We hypothesized
that inducible CpG positions matching the methylation difference
expected from the profile of the wild populations are genetically
more similar between the populations than sites that changed in
the opposite direction. To test this one-tailed hypothesis, we applied a randomization test (with 10,000 bootstraps) on the mean FST
difference between the two groups (expected and opposite)
	
δ.mean.F ST  = expected mean F ST  –opposite mean F ST	
We plotted the 10,000 delta mean FST values and calculated a P value by dividing the proportion of values smaller than the true difference
by the number of bootstraps. Figures were produced using ggplot2
version 3.2 (56).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/12/eaaz1138/DC1
Fig. S1. Significant DMS throughout the genome for comparison between KIE versus NYN
(20 versus 6 PSU; blue fish) and KIE versus SYL (20 versus 33 PSU; yellow fish).
Fig. S2. GO terms for biological processes, cellular components, and molecular functions under
salinity increase (20 versus 33 PSU; yellow) and decrease (20 versus 6 PSU; blue) associated
with pop-DMS.
Table S1. Relative distribution of DMS among genomic features.
Table S2A. Differentially methylated genes between populations from KIE (20 PSU) and NYN
(6 PSU).
Table S2B. Differentially methylated genes between populations from KIE (20 PSU) and SYL
(33 PSU).
Table S3A. Tukey post hoc test results for survival rate.
Table S3B. Tukey post hoc test results for SDL.
Table S3C. Tukey post hoc test results for HSI.
Table S3D. Tukey post hoc test results for total weight.
Table S4. Summary statistics for whole-genome resequencing of wild-caught sticklebacks.
Table S5A. Summary statistics for the RRBS of experimental fish.
Table S5B. Summary statistics for the RRBS of wild-caught fish.
Table S6. The number of DMS for each of the two pairwise population comparisons
(pop-DMS).
View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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Assessment of inducibility and gene association of DMS
By comparing wild-caught individuals from the mid-salinity population (20 PSU; KIE) to the populations sampled at low (6 PSU;
NYN) and high (33 PSU; SYL) salinity in the field, we obtained 1470
(KIE-NYN) and 1158 (KIE-SYL) pairwise pop-DMS. We first tested
whether these pop-DMS distinguishing natural populations are
inducible or stable at the respective salinity in the experiment. A
pop-DMS was considered stable when the within- and the transgenerational acclimation groups did not significantly differ in methylation to the control group (q ≥ 0.0125). On the other hand,
pop-DMS were considered inducible when at least one of the acclimation groups was differentially methylated compared to the
control group (q < 0.0125; methylation difference, ≥15%). pop-DMS
with a significant q value not exceeding the threshold of differential
DNA methylation (15%) will be referred to as inconclusive hereafter.
We used a randomization test to ensure that the number of inducible
sites obtained did not occur by chance. To this end, we randomly
sampled 1470 (KIE-NYN) and 1158 (KIE-SYL) pop-DMS from the
complete dataset (1000 replicates). A chi-square test was used to
assess whether our observed number of inducible, stable, and inconclusive sites differs from a random set of sites (averaged over
replicates). Last, we tested whether the weighted mean methylation
difference (meth.diff, in percentage) between wild populations
matches the inducible methylation difference by subtracting the
“meth.diff” in the experiment (exp) from the meth.diff between
wild-caught populations (wild)

in genomation version 1.4.2 (58). We distinguished between promoter
(1500 bp upstream and 500 bp downstream of TSS), exon, intron,
and intergenic regions. To be associated to a gene, the pop-DMS
had to be either inside the gene or, if intergenic, not further than 10 kb
away from the TSS. We excluded three pop-DMS that were on a different reference scaffold and then the gene they were associated to on
the chrUn linkage group (that merges scaffolds into one large artificial
chromosome). Using the genes with associated pop-DMS, we applied
a conditional hypergeometric Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment
analysis (false discovery rate–corrected P ≤ 0.05) with the Ensembl
stickleback annotation dataset “gaculeatus_gene_ensembl,” and all
genes that were associated to any sequenced CpG site were used as
universe. We identified overrepresented biological processes, molecular functions, and cellular components using the packages GOstats
version 2.5 (59) and GSEABase version 1.46 (60) and corrected for
multiple testing using the false discovery rate method implemented
in goEnrichment version 1.0 (61) in R version 3.6 (52). Figures were
produced using ggplot2 version 3.2 (56).
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Abstract
Background: The molecular basis of evolutionary change is assumed to be genetic variation. However, growing
evidence suggests that epigenetic mechanisms, such as DNA methylation, may also be involved in rapid adaptation
to new environments. An important first step in evaluating this hypothesis is to test for the presence of epigenetic
variation between natural populations living under different environmental conditions.
Results: In the current study we explored variation between populations of Darwin’s finches, which comprise
one of the best-studied examples of adaptive radiation. We tested for morphological, genetic, and epigenetic
differences between adjacent “urban” and “rural” populations of each of two species of ground finches, Geospiza
fortis and G. fuliginosa, on Santa Cruz Island in the Galápagos. Using data collected from more than 1000 birds,
we found significant morphological differences between populations of G. fortis, but not G. fuliginosa. We did not
find large size copy number variation (CNV) genetic differences between populations of either species. However,
other genetic variants were not investigated. In contrast, we did find dramatic epigenetic differences between
the urban and rural populations of both species, based on DNA methylation analysis. We explored genomic
features and gene associations of the differentially DNA methylated regions (DMR), as well as their possible
functional significance.
Conclusions: In summary, our study documents local population epigenetic variation within each of two species
of Darwin’s finches.
Keywords: Epigenetics, Geospiza, Copy number variation, Galápagos Islands, DNA methylation

Background
Studies of the molecular basis of evolutionary change
have focused almost exclusively on genetic mechanisms.
However, recent work suggests that heritable modifications to gene expression and function, independent of
changes to DNA sequence, may also be involved in the
evolution of phenotypes [1–3]. One of the most common of these epigenetic mechanisms is DNA methylation, i.e. the chemical attachment of methyl groups
(CH3) to nucleotides (usually a cytosine followed by a
guanine- “CpG”) [4]. Methylation can be induced by
the environment and affect gene expression and phenotypic traits without changing the DNA sequence itself
[5–8]. Importantly, some patterns of methylation are
* Correspondence: skinner@wsu.edu
2
Center for Reproductive Biology, School of Biological Sciences, Washington
State University, Pullman, WA 99164-4236, USA
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

heritable, meaning they have the potential to evolve [9–14].
Indeed, because DNA methylation modifications (epimutations) are more common than genetic mutations [15], they
may play a role in the rapid adaptation of individuals to
new or variable environments [16].
Environmentally-induced epimutations may be a component of the adaptive radiation of closely related
species to new environments [17]. For example, Skinner et
al. [18] showed that epigenetic variation is significantly
correlated with phylogenetic distance among five closely
related species of Darwin’s finches in the Galápagos
Islands. Although the adaptive significance of this epigenetic variation is unknown, some of the variants are associated with genes related to beak morphology, cell signaling,
and melanogensis. The results of this study suggest that
epigenetic changes accumulate over macroevolutionary
time and further suggest that epigenetic changes may contribute to the evolution of adaptive phenotypes.
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Epigenetic variation also occurs among populations
within single species [15, 19–24]. Some population epigenetic studies report correlations between methylation
patterns and environmental factors, suggesting that differences in methylation are involved in local adaptation
to different environments [21, 22, 24]. For example, in
a study of populations of two salt marsh specialist
plants living along a salinity gradient, Foust et al. [24]
found that ground salinity is more closely correlated
with epigenetic variation than genetic variation.
The purpose of our study was to investigate epigenetic
variation between populations of each of two species of
Darwin’s finches: the medium ground finch (Geospiza
fortis) and the small ground finch (G. fuliginosa) (Fig. 1).
Darwin’s finches are a closely related group of about 16
species endemic to the Galápagos Islands [25–28]. Longterm studies show rapid phenotypic changes in populations of finches in response to environmental pressures,
including competition [26]. The molecular basis of these
phenotypic changes is poorly known. Although recent
genomic studies have identified alleles in several putative
genes associated with beak size and shape [28–30], most
genetic markers show little differentiation among populations or species [28, 30–34].
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Epigenetic variation may contribute to the phenotypic
diversity of Darwin’s finch populations that cannot be
detected through genomic studies. As an initial test of this
hypothesis, we compared components of the morphology,
genetics, and epigentics in populations of finches living at
El Garrapatero, a relatively undisturbed locality, to populations living near Puerto Ayora (Academy Bay), the largest
town in the Galápagos Islands (Fig. 1). Hereafter, we refer
to these as the “rural” and “urban” sites, respectively. The
two sites, which are only 10 km apart, are both arid, lowland scrub habitat along the south and south-eastern coast
of the island. Vegetative cover, based on remote sensing
spectroradiometric indicies, is slightly higher at the urban
site; however, cover is highly correlated between the two
sites year-round (Additional file 1: Figure S1). Despite the
overall ecological similarity of the sites, anthropogenic
disturbance at the urban site has increased dramatically
over the past fifty years [35]. Observational studies
suggest urbanization has effects on finch behavior and
diet: birds in the urban population incorporate novel,
human foods into their diets, whereas finches in the
rural popuation do not [36]. To further explore potential impacts of urbanization of Puerto Ayora on ground
finches, we tested for morphological, genetic, and

Fig. 1 Study sites and species. a The Galápagos Archipelago. b Santa Cruz Island; Roads are indicated by narrow grey lines and study sites by red
Xs. c Geospiza fortis; photo by J.A.H.K. d Geospiza fuliginosa; photo by S.A.K. Maps in (a) and (b) are modified from © 2016 Google
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epigenetic differences between urban and rural populations in each of two species of finches.

Methods
Study sites and species

We studied each of two populations of G. fortis and G.
fuliginosa living in urban and rural environments
(urban: Academy Bay; 0° 44′ 21.3″ S, 90° 18 ‘06.3″ W;
rural: El Garrapatero; 0° 41′ 15.7″ S, 90° 13′ 18.3″ W).
The two localities, which are separated by about 10 km,
are both in the arid coastal zone of Santa Cruz Island
(Fig. 1). Geospiza fortis and G. fuliginosa are among the
most abundant species of finches at these study sites.
There appears to be little movement of finches between
populations. Over the course of a decade-long banding
study (2002–2012), during which more than 3700
finches were captured- and more than 300 individuals
recaptured- only one bird (a female G. fortis) was shown
to have moved between the two sites (J. Raeymaekers pers.
comm.).
Field work and sample collection

Finches were captured at the two study sites January–
April 2008–2016. The birds were mist-netted and
banded with individually numbered Monel bands in
order to track individuals. They were aged and sexed
using size and plumage characteristics [37]. Morphological measurements were taken from each individual
including beak depth, beak width, beak length, tarsus
length, wing chord, and body mass, following Grant and
Grant (2014) [26], with the exception that wing chord
was measured unflattened. Principle components were
calculated from untransformed data for the three body
measurements (mass, wing chord, and tarsus) and for
the three beak measurements (length, width, and depth)
to provide aggregate measures of body size and beak size
and shape [38]. We evaluated morphological differences
between urban and rural sites using linear mixed effects
models (LMM), with site as a fixed effect, and year as a
random effect to control for variation among years and
investigators. Separate models were run for each morphological measurement, as well as body size (PC1 body) and
beak size and shape (PC1 beak and PC2 beak). P-values
were adjusted with a Bonferroni correction for multiple
tests. Morphological analyses were run in the program
RStudio using R version 3.2.1 with the packages pwr, plotrix, lme4, and lmerTest [39–42].
Blood and sperm samples for epigenetic and genetic
analyses were collected from a subset of birds captured
January–April 2009–2013 at the two study sites. Blood
samples (<90 μl) were taken from finches via brachial
venipuncture. The samples were stored on wet ice in the
field and, within six hours of collection, erythrocytes
were purified by centrifugation. Sperm samples (~5 μl)
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were taken from a subset of males. The sperm samples
were obtained by gentle squeezing of the cloacal protuberance of reproductively active males. Blood erythrocytes
and sperm samples were stored in a − 20 °C freezer in the
Galápagos. Following each field season, they were transferred to a − 80 °C freezer in the USA for long-term storage. All field procedures were approved by the University
of Utah Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(protocols #07–08004, #10–07003 and #13–06010) and by
the Galápagos National Park.
Genomic DNA preparation

Genomic DNA from finch red blood cells (erythrocytes)
was prepared using the Qiagen DNAeasy Blood and
Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia CA). The manufacturer’s
instructions for nucleated blood samples were followed,
but in the final DNA elution step H2O was used instead
of the buffer provided in the kit. Genomic DNA from
finch sperm was prepared as follows: collected sperm
suspension was adjusted to 100 μl with 1 x Phosphate
Buffered Saline (PBS) then 820 μl DNA extraction buffer
(50 mM Tris pH 8, 10 mM EDTA pH 8, 0.5% SDS) and
80 μl 0.1 M dithiothreitol (DTT) were added and the
sample was incubated at 65 °C for 15 min. Next, 80 μl
Proteinase K (20 mg/ml) were added and the sample
was incubated on a rotator at 55 °C for 2 h. After incubation, 300 μl of protein precipitation solution (Promega,
A795A) were added, then the sample was mixed and incubated on ice for 15 min, then spun at 4 °C at 13,000 rpm
for 20 min. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh
tube, then precipitated over night with the same volume
of 100% isopropanol and 2 μl glycoblue at −20 °C. The
sample was then centrifuged and the pellet washed with
75% ethanol, then air-dried and re-suspended in 100 μl
H2O. DNA concentration was measured using a Nanodrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher).
CNV-Seq protocol

To test for genetic differences between the urban and
rural populations we sequenced DNA extracted from
red blood cells (erythrocytes) and compared genetic
copy number variation (CNV) [18]. CNV, defined as
the changes in the number of repeat element copies of
more than >1 kb of DNA, is increasingly recognized as
one of the most common and functionally important
markers of genetic variation [43]. The basic copy number variation (CNV) was determined through genomic
sequencing of the same samples used for epigenetic
analysis. Read numbers at specific loci were compared
genome wide to identify CNV [18]. Erythrocyte DNA
pools were generated by combining equal amounts of
extracted DNA from five individuals. Each pool contained a total of 2 μg of genomic DNA. Three pools of
five individuals each were created per species, per site.
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Pooling samples for genomic analysis provides an accurate and cost-effective way of comparing populations
[44]. Pooling decreases power, compared to sequencing
individual samples. Although minor differences in copy
number between populations may be missed [45], large
differences between groups should be detected.
The pools were diluted to 130 μl with 1 x TE buffer and
sonicated in a Covaris M220 with the manufacturer’s preset program to create fragments with a peak at 300 bp.
Aliquots of the pools were run on a 1.5% agarose gel to
confirm fragmentation. The NEBNext DNA Library Kit
for Illumina was used to create libraries for each pool,
with each pool receiving a separate index primer. The libraries were sent to the University of Nevada, Reno
Genomics Core for NGS on the Illumina HiSeq 2500
using a paired end PE50 application. All 6 pooled sequencing libraries for each species were run in one sequencing
lane to generate approximately 30 million reads per pool.
The read depth across the genome was then assessed to
identify CNV and statistically assessed with a Bayesian
analysis. The genome-wide paired end read depth was approximately 2× with the CNV read depth being a total of
300 to 6000 reads per CNV detected.
Methylated DNA Immunoprecipitation (MeDIP)

Following Skinner et al. [18], we used erythrocytes as a
purified somatic cell type to compare differentially methylated regions (DMRs) between populations of each of the
two species. For a subset of birds, we also compared DMR
of germ line cells (sperm). DMRs between urban and rural
populations were identified by the methylated DNA immunoprecipitation (MeDIP) of genomic DNA. MeDIP is
an enrichment-based technique that uses an antibody
to preferentially precipitate methylated regions of the
genome that are then sequenced [46]. DMRs are identified by comparing coverage between groups of interest.
MeDIP is a cost-effective way to evaluate genomic CpG
methylation, and provides highly concordant results to
other sequencing-based DNA methylation methods,
such as bisulfite sequencing [47]. Because MeDIP surveys
methylation genome-wide, it can be used to identify
genomic characteristics associated with methylation. For
instance, studies have found relationships between CpG
density, methylation, and effects on gene transcription [6].
For analysis of erythrocytes, genomic DNA was extracted from the same individuals as used in the CNV
pools. Each erythrocyte pool included five individuals and
contained a total of 6 μg of genomic DNA. Sperm pools
included two individuals and contained a total of 1.8 μg of
genomic DNA. Three pools were generated per species,
per site (for a total of n = 6 individuals per species, per site
for sperm and n = 15 individuals per species per site for
erythrocytes to consider biological variation of the
pools and analysis). All pools were diluted to 150 μl
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with 1× Tris-EDTA (TE, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA) and
sonicated with a probe sonicator using 5 × 20 pulses at
20% amplitude. Fragment size (200–800 bp) was verified
on 1.5% agarose gel. Sonicated DNA was diluted to 400 μl
with 1xTE and heated to 95 °C for 10 min, then shocked
in ice water for 10 min. Next, 100 μl of 5 x immunoprecipitation (IP) buffer (50 mM Sodium Phosphate pH 7,
700 mM NaCl, 0.25% Triton X-100) and 5 μg of 5-mC
monoclonal antibody (Diagenode, C15200006–500) were
added and the sample was incubated on a rotator at 4 °C
over night. The next day Protein A/G Agarose Beads from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz CA, were prewashed with 1xPBS/0.1% BSA and re-suspended in 1 x IP
buffer. Eighty μl of the bead slurry were added to each
sample and incubated at 4 °C for 2 h on a rotator. The
bead-DNA-antibody complex was washed 3 times with 1
x IP buffer by centrifuging at 6000 rpm for 2 min and resuspending in 1 x IP buffer. After the last wash the beadcomplex was re-suspended in 250 μl of digestion buffer
(50 mM Tris pH 8, 10 mM EDTA pH 8, 0.5% SDS) with
3.5 μl Proteinase K (20 mg/ml) per sample and incubated
on a rotator at 55 °C for 2 h. After incubation, DNA was
extracted with the same volume of Phenol-ChloroformIsoamyalcohol, then with the same volume of chloroform.
To the supernatant from chloroform extraction, 2 μl glycoblue, 20 μl 5 M sodium chloride and 500 μl 100% cold
ethanol were added. DNA was precipitated at −20 °C over
night, then spun for 20 min at 13,000 rpm at 4 °C, washed
with 75% ethanol, and air-dried. The dry pellet was resuspended in 20 μl H2O and concentration measured in
Qubit using a Qubit ssDNA Assay Kit (Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA).

MeDIP-Seq protocol

The next step for DMR identification involved sequencing the MeDIP DNA to identify differential methylation
at specific genomic loci by assessing read numbers for
the different samples. The MeDIP pools were used to
create sequencing libraries for next generation sequencing (NGS) at the University of Nevada, Reno Genomics
Core Laboratory using the NEBNext® Ultra™ RNA
Library Prep Kit for Illumina®, starting at step 1.4 of the
manufacturer’s protocol to generate double stranded
DNA. After this step the manufacturer’s protocol was
followed. Each pool received a separate index primer.
NGS was performed at the same laboratory using the
Illumina HiSeq 2500 with a paired end PE50 application,
with a read size of approximately 50 bp and approximately 100 million reads per pool. Two separate sequencing libraries, one rural and one urban, were run in each
lane. The read depth for identified differential DNA
methylated regions (DMRs) ranged from approximately
100 to >1000 total reads per DMR.
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Bioinformatics

Basic read quality was verified using summaries produced by the FastQC program [48]. The reads for each
sample for both CNV and DMR analyses were mapped
to the zebra finch (Taenopygia guttata) genome using
Bowtie2 [49] with default parameter options. The
mapped read files were converted to sorted BAM files
using SAMtools [50]. The cn.MOPS R package [51] was
used to identify potential CNV. The cn.mops default information gain thresholds were used for this analysis.
The cn.MOPS analysis detects CNVs by modeling read
depth across all samples. The model predicts copy number for a given window based on observed read counts.
The model uses a Bayesian framework to determine
whether copy number for a give window differs significantly from 2. The length of the CNV is determined by
comparing copy number of adjacent windows on the
genome and joining those with the same copy number
into one segment. A CNV call occurs when copy number for a given genomic segment varies from that of
other samples. CNV detection with cn.MOPS is robust
to low-coverage sequencing data (0.18–0.46 for 75 bp
reads) and performs well when comparing 6 or more
samples [51]. The window size used by the cn.MOPS
analysis was chosen dynamically for each chromosome
based on the read coverage. The chromosomes’ window
size ranged from approximately 25 kb to 60 kb. Only
CNV that occurred in either all urban or all rural pools
were compared. Although some individual pools had
higher numbers of CNV, only CNV that occur red
among all the pools were included in the analysis. The
CNV are identified using the difference between the posterior and prior distributions from the Bayesian analysis
to estimate information gain.
To identify DMR, the reference genome was broken
into 100 bp windows. The MEDIPS R package [52] was
used to calculate differential coverage between the urban

and rural localities. The edgeR p-value [53] was used to
determine the relative difference between the two localities for each genomic window. Windows with an edgeR
p-value less than 10−3 were considered DMR. The DMR
edges were extended until no genomic window with an
edgeR p-value less than 0.1 remained within 1000 bp of
the DMR. The DMR that included at least two windows
with an edgeR p-value <10−3 (“multiple-window DMR”)
were then selected for further analysis. Because no fully
assembled or annotated genome exists for any Darwin’s
finch species, we aligned DMR with the zebra finch
genome. CpG density and gene associations were then
calculated for the DMR, based on alignment with the
reference genome. Though we previously found high
(>98%) homology between Darwin’s finch and zebra
finch genomes using tiling arrays [18], some differences
were expected. Thus, associations of DMR with genes
are likely to be under-estimates. To validate the epigenetics and gene associations, a similar analysis was also
done with the draft G. fortis genome [54]. All the DMR
sequence and genomic data obtained in the current
study have been deposited in the NCBI public GEO
database (GEO # GSE87825).
DMR clusters were identified with an in-house R
script (www.skinner.wsu.edu under genomic data) using
a 2 Mb sliding window with 50 kb intervals. DMR were
annotated using the biomaRt R package [55] to access
the Ensembl database [56]. The genes that overlapped
with DMR were then input into the KEGG pathway
search [57, 58] to identify associated pathways. A 10 kb
flanking sequence was added to each DMR to consider
potential localization in promoter regions of the gene
as previously described [18, 59]. The DMR associated
genes were manually sorted into gene classification
groups by consulting information provided by the DAVID,
Panther, and Uniprot databases incorporated into an
internal curated database (www.skinner.wsu.edu under

Table 1 Mean (± 1SE) values for morphological characteristics of G. fortis and G. fuliginosa at rural vs. urban sites.
G. fortis
Morphological

Rural

G. fuliginosa
Urban

Rural

Urban

Character

N = 560

N = 245

N = 171

N = 121

Beak depth

11.48 ± 0.06

11.98 ± 0.09**

7.40 ± 0.04

7.42 ± 0.06

Beak width

9.89 ± 0.04

10.24 ± 0.07**

6.8 ± 0.03

6.82 ± 0.04

Beak length

11.71 ± 0.04

12.02 ± 0.07***

8.56 ± 0.04

8.46 ± 0.09

Tarsus length

21.00 ± 0.06

21.15 ± 0.09

18.83 ± 0.11

18.67 ± 0.09

Wing chord

69.3 ± 0.19

70.4 ± 0.29**

61.26 ± 0.31

61.1 ± 0.30

Body mass

21.23 ± 0.13

22.2 ± 0.23*

13.87 ± 0.15

13.76 ± 0.14

PC1 Body

−0.13 ± 0.06

0.29 ± 0.09***

0.07 ± 0.09

−0.10 ± 0.10

PC1 Beak

−0.17 ± 0.07

0.40 ± 0.11***

0.01 ± 0.09

−0.01 ± 0.15

PC2 Beak

−0.01 ± 0.02

0.02 ± 0.03

0.07 ± 0.04

−0.09 ± 0.10

Statistically significant differences between populations at P < 0.01, 0.001, and <0.0001 are indicated by *, ** and ***, respectively
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Table 2 Differentially methylated regions (DMR) between urban
and rural populations based on different cell types
Species/Cell Type

Number of Windows*

Sum of Multiple
(≥2) Window DMR**

1

2

3

4

5

G. fortis Erythrocytes

2742

125

4

0

0

129

G. fortis Sperm

1160

97

9

3

1

110

G. fuliginosa Erythrocytes 4339

314

9

1

0

324

G. fuliginosa Sperm

133

6

0

0

139

1765

Only DMR that were significant at P < 0.001 are included
*DMR detected in one window alone were considered “single-window” variants
(Fig. 2)
**DMR detected in two or more adjacent windows were considered “multiplewindow” variants and used in subsequent analyses (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6)

genomic data). To assess that the DMR were not false
positives due to random biological variation within populations, a pairwise comparison analysis (individual pool
comparison) on the genomic sequence data within the
individual urban or rural sites and cell populations was
performed [60].

Results
Morphology

We used 1097 birds captured between 2008 and 2016 for
morphological analyses. We controlled for slight variation
among years in traits by including year as a random effect
in all analyses. At both sites, G. fortis was significantly
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larger than G. fuliginosa in all morphological traits (linear
mixed-effects models P < 0.0001). Within species, urban
G. fortis was significantly larger than rural G. fortis for all
direct morphological measurements, except tarsus length
(Table 1). Composite measures of G. fortis body and beak
size (PC1 body and PC1 beak) also differed between the
two sites; however, there was no difference in beak shape
(PC2 beak). In contrast to G. fortis, G. fuliginosa did not
differ significantly between the urban and rural populations in any of the morphological measurements or
composite measures (Table 1). Because we captured more
G. fortis than G. fuliginosa we did a power analysis for G.
fuliginosa, using the effect size of morphological differences found in the G. fortis populations (smallest effect
size = 0.256 (wing chord); largest effect size = 0.358 (beak
depth)). Power for comparisons of G. fuliginosa appeared
adequate for detecting similar effect sizes (0.69–0.91).
Copy number variation (CNV)

Mean read depth genome-wide for pools used in CNV analysis varied between 1.08× and 1.30× (overall mean = 1.22×).
The total read depth of individual variants ranged from 300
to 6000. We identified unique CNV in three of six G. fortis
pools and five of six G. fuliginosa pools. The total number
of variants per pool ranged from 1 to 20. However, no
variants were exclusive to all urban or all rural pools for
either G. fortis or G. fuliginosa (Additional file 2: Fig. S2).

Fig. 2 DMR overlap between species and cell types. Each value is the number of differentially methylated regions between the urban and rural
populations. Overlapping colors in the figure show the number of DMR that are shared between the two species or the two cell types. DMRs
detected within a single 100 bp windows, b 2–5 adjacent 100 bp windows, c 2–7 Mb regions
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Therefore, while there was variation within populations in
copy number at various loci in both G. fortis and G. fuliginosa (e.g., FB2 & 12), there were no fixed differences
between the urban and rural populations for either species.
It is unclear why certain pools had more variants
than others; however variation was consistent among
chromosomes.
To control for underestimation of CNV differences
due to reads that did not align to the zebra finch genome, we performed a similar analysis aligning reads to
the un-assembled Geospiza fortis genome [54]. The
average proportion of reads aligned to the G. fortis genome was higher (two-fold). However, we still did not
find any differences in CNV between the urban and
rural populations for either species of Darwin’s finch. A
limitation of this CNV analysis is that only large variants
(>24 Kbp) can be detected reliably; smaller variants (<10
Kbp or less) may have escaped detection.
Differential DNA methylation regions (DMRs)

DMRs were found between populations for both cell
types and both species (Table 2). We report the number
of DMRs at p-value cut-offs ranging from <0.01 to <1e05 in Additional file 3: Table S1; Additional file 4: Table
S2 and Additional file 5: Table S3. The analyses
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reported below are restricted to DMRs significant at a
level of P < 0.001. We evaluated differences on three
“regional” scales (Fig. 2): single 100 bp window DMRs,
multiple window DMRs, and “DMR clusters”, i.e. statistically over-represented DMR clusters of 3–10 DMRs
spanning 2–7 Mb [18] (Additional file 6: Table S4A-D).
We focus on multiple-window DMRs (Additional file 4:
Table S2 and Additional file 5: Table S3), i.e. DMRs detected independently in adjacent windows, because they
further reduce the likelihood of false positives and provide
a set of highly reproducible DMRs [18]. Multiple-window
DMRs were used in the analysis of the genomic features
of DMRs reported below.
There was little overlap between species or cell types in
the regions that were differentially methylated between
urban and rural populations (Fig. 2). A small proportion
of single window DMRs (Fig. 2A) was shared between
species and/or cell types. However, there were virtually no
shared multiple-window DMRs (Fig. 2B) or clusters of
DMRs (Fig. 2C) between species and/or cell types.
For both species and cell types, multiple-window DMRs
usually were detected in only two multiple 100 bp windows; however, a limited number (<10% of total DMRs)
were found in 3–5 multiple windows (Table 2). Based on
extension of edges of multiple-window DMRs (extension

Fig. 3 DMR length (kb) in a G. fortis sperm. b G. fuliginosa sperm. c G. fortis erythrocytes. d G. fuliginosa erythrocytes. Only multiple-window DMR
significant at a p-value threshold of <10−3 are included
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Fig. 4 Chromosomal locations of DMR identified in Geospiza fortis
sperm a and erythrocytes (b) and G. fuliginosa sperm (c) and
erythrocytes (d). Locations are based on alignment to the zebra
finch (Taeniopygia guttata) genome. Red arrowheads indicate DMR
and black boxes indicate DMR clusters. Only multiple-window DMR
significant at a p-value threshold of <10−3 are shown

G. fortis (Sperm)

Chromosomes

A

Chromosome Size
G. fortis (Erythrocytes)

Chromosomes

B

Chromosome Size
G. fuliginosa (Sperm)

Chromosomes

C

Chromosome Size
G. fuliginosa (Erythrocytes)

Chromosomes

D
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Chromosome Size

of adjacent 100 bp windows with p < 0.1; see Methods) we
estimated that most DMRs were 500–1000 bp in length
(Fig. 3). Many of the DMRs in this study were clustered
together, consistent with previous studies showing that
DMRs are not evenly distributed across the genome [59].
Based on alignment to the zebra finch genome, we plotted
the chromosomal locations of multiple-window DMRs
and DMR clusters (Fig. 4). DMRs were present on all
chromosomes in both sperm and erythrocytes of both
species; however, the chromosomal locations of DMRs differed between the cell types and species.
We evaluated the location of DMRs with respect to
nucleotide composition. CpG density was highest in
DMRs of G. fortis sperm cells (Fig. 5A). DMRs in G. fortis erythrocytes and both cell types of G. fuliginosa were
most often found in lower density CpG regions of the
genome (<1 CpG site/100 bp; Fig. 5B-D). We estimated
that the DMRs typically had approximately 10 CpG sites
clustered within 1 kb regions.
We identified potential genes associated with DMRs
through alignment with the zebra finch reference genome.
DMRs within 10 kb of a gene (such that the promoter is
included) have the potential to influence the gene’s expression and/or pathways associated with that gene [59].
Different categories of genes were methylated in the two
cell types and species (Fig. 6, specific genes listed in
Additional file 7: Table S5). The most common gene
categories associated with DMRs were metabolism, cell
signaling and transcription (Fig. 6). Gene categories
associated with DMRs differed significantly between the
two species (Chi-square test, p = 0.039) and marginally
between the two cell types (Chi-square test; p = 0.078).
Pathway analysis (KEGG) showed DMRs associated with
several genes (GALNT14, SGMS1, ENO2, PLCH2) in
metabolic pathways of G. fortis sperm. DMRs were associated with different genes (GCLC, PRIM2, ALD1A3, AK4,
ACACA) in metabolic pathways of G. fuliginosa sperm.
Geospiza fortis erythrocyte DMRs were associated with
genes (CACNA1H, FGF8, MRAS, RAP1A) in the MAPK
signaling pathway. Geospiza fuliginosa erythrocyte DMRs
were not associated with any particular pathway.
When the DMR data sets for both species and cell
types were compared, KEGG pathways with the most
DMR-associated genes were metabolic pathways, and
MAPK and TGFß/BMP signaling pathways. Metabolic
pathways included glycolysis, in which genes involved
with pyruvate and acetate production were associated with
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Fig. 5 The CpG density of DMR in Geospiza fortis sperm (a), G. fuliginosa sperm (b), G. fortis erythrocytes (c) and G. fuliginosa erythrocytes (d). Only
multiple-window DMR significant at a p-value threshold of <10−3 are included

DMRs in both finch species (Additional file 8: Figure
S3 and Additional file 9: Figure S4). Other metabolic
pathways associated with DMRs included genes involved
in purine metabolism and glycosylation (Additional file 7:
Tables S5). Signaling pathways were also associated with
DMRs in both species and cell types. Three genes in the
TGFß/BMP pathway were associated with DMRs between
G. fuliginosa populations (erythrocytes and sperm combined): BMP5, BMP7 and FST (Fig. 7). MAPK, a common
pathway for many regulatory processes, such as cell
growth, contained a high number of DMR-associated
genes in both finch species (Additional file 8: Figure S3
and Additional file 9: Figure S4).
Genomic correlates of our DMR and CNV data were
analyzed using the well-annotated zebra finch genome. In
addition, our sequencing data were also compared to the
G. fortis shotgun sequence database [54]. In contrast to
the zebra finch genome, the G. fortis genome is neither assembled, nor annotated, meaning that limited data analysis is possible. The pooled individual sample read
number was approximately 100 million reads for both
genome analyses. The overall read alignment rate was 47–
48% for the zebra finch analysis and 70–75% for the G.
fortis genome analysis. Although previous analysis using
tiling arrays suggested a 98% similarity in tiling array
hybridization of the genome [18], the next generation

sequencing analysis shows that more differences exist,
likely in non-coding regions. The zebra finch genome analysis revealed twice the number of DMRs compared to the
G. fortis genome analysis. This was largely due to the incomplete nature of the G. fortis genome. Nevertheless,
analysis with both the zebra finch and G. fortis genomes
identified epigenetic alterations between the rural and
urban sites. To test whether methylation variation between sites was greater than within sites we conducted
a pairwise comparison analysis (comparison of individual pools) within each species and rural or urban populations for specific cell types. We identified a number
of DMRs between individual pools, which suggests that
there is epigenetic variation within the study populations. However, few DMRs were found in multiple
pools from the same population. Moreover, almost
none of these DMRs were also found between urban
and rural populations (Additional file 10: Figure S5).
Thus, the DMRs identified between urban and rural
populations are not an artifact of sampling withinpopulation variation.

Discussion
Darwin’s finches are well known for their phenotypic
variability and evolution in response to changing environmental conditions [26]. In addition to genetic variation,
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Fig. 6 Gene categories associated with DMR detected in (a) G. fortis and
(b) G. fuliginosa. Only multiple-window DMR significant at a p-value
threshold of <10−3 are included

epigenetic variation - such as differential DNA methylation - may exist between natural populations living under
different environmental conditions. The goal of this paper
was to test for morphological, genetic, and epigenetic differences between urban and rural populations within each
of two species of Darwin’s finches. We found that G. fortis
individuals at the urban site (Academy Bay) were larger
than those at the rural site (El Garrapatero). In contrast,
G. fuliginosa individuals did not differ morphologically
between the sites. We did not find genetic differentiation
between populations of either species based on CNV comparisons. However, we did find epigenetic (DMR) differences between urban and rural populations of both
species of finches.
We found urban G. fortis were larger in nearly all
morphological measurements compared to rural G.
fortis (Table 1), which may be due to increased food
availability at the urban site. Previous work suggests
that urbanization around Academy Bay has relaxed selection on finch beak size [35, 36]. Urbanization is associated
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with a shift in the distribution of beak size in G. fortis:
beak size is strongly bimodal at the rural site, whereas bimodality has decreased at the urban site concurrently with
human population growth [35]. Both studies propose that
increased food availability at the urban site has altered the
selective landscape for G. fortis [35, 36]. Beak size is highly
heritable in Geospiza finches; e.g. mid-parent vs. midoffspring values estimate heritability of beak depth in G.
fortis to be 0.74 [61].
In contrast, G. fuliginosa showed no morphological
differentiation between sites (Table 1). Geospiza fortis is
phenotypically more variable than G. fuliginosa on
Santa Cruz Island [61]. As a result, G. fortis may have
undergone more rapid local adaptation than G. fuliginosa.
Although G. fuliginosa and G. fortis have overlapping dietary niches, they do show some degree of specialization
[27]. It is possible that urbanization has had a greater
selective effect on G. fortis than G. fuliginosa. Alternatively, morphological differences in G. fortis may be
driven by hybridization between G. fortis and the
slightly larger G. magnirostris. Hybridization between
G. fortis and G. magnirostris has been documented on
Santa Cruz [62]. While we have no information on
relative rates of hybridization at our study sites, G.
magnirostris is more abundant at the urban site than
the rural site (4.56% of urban birds captured, compared to 1.86% of rural birds captured; unpublished
data 2008–2016).
Despite differences in morphology between populations of G. fortis, we found no genetic differences
between the urban and rural populations, based on the
CNV comparisons made. Because CNV sequence coverage was limited, we may have overlooked small CNV,
but larger CNV should have been detected between the
two populations. CNV is a sensitive index of genetic
differentiation between populations; indeed, some studies have found that CNV accounts for more genetic
variation than SNPs [63–65]. Recent work has also
linked CNV to rapid evolution in pepper moths [66]
and primates [67].
Our study is first to explore genetic variation between
populations of Darwin’s finches using large–scale genomic features (CNV). Like our study, previous studies
using smaller-scale genomic markers (microsatellites,
nuclear introns, and mitochondrial DNA) detected little
or no genetic structure within populations of either G.
fortis or G. fuliginosa [31, 34, 68]. Two recent studies of
genomic variation among Darwin’s finches using SNPs
did identify variable sites associated with variation in
beak morphology [29, 30]. However, most of the genes
associated with beak morphology in the two studies
were different. These inconsistent results suggest that
other forms of variation, such as large scale CNVs,
could underlie phenotypic differences. However, our
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Fig. 7 TGFB/BMP pathway. Genes associated with DMR are listed and outlined in red in the pathway

results show that negligible large size CNV changes
exist between the rural and urban populations of G. fortis or G. fuliginosa.
In contrast to our genetic results, we found a large
number of epigenetic differences between urban and
rural populations in both species of finches and both cell
types (Fig. 2). Although DMRs were found in both species, few of the same genomic regions were differentially
methylated in G. fortis and G. fuliginosa. These data suggest that methylation patterns are species-specific, even
when comparing closely related species. This may mean
that G. fortis and G. fuliginosa are responding to environmental changes at the urban site in different ways.
The lack of overlap in DMRs between the two species
may reflect differences in their diets [27]. As discussed
above, dietary differences may also have contributed to
the morphological differences between urban and rural
populations of G. fortis.
Although DMRs were also found in both cell types, few
of the same genomic regions were differentially methylated in sperm and erythrocytes. Because methylation is
involved with cell differentiation [6, 69], some lack of

similarity in erythrocyte and sperm DMR is expected.
The differences between the genomic regions that were
differentially methylated in sperm and erythrocytes may
provide clues as to the functional significance of the
epimutations. DMRs in somatic cells, such as erythrocytes,
potentially reflect effects of the environment on physiology of the birds. DMRs in germ cells, such as sperm, are
more likely to be transgenerationally inherited and contribute to evolution. Recent studies show that heritability
of methylation variants can be high, but that this varies
among loci [12]. However, without following multiple generations of individuals with known ancestry, we cannot
determine which of the DMRs in our study are heritable.
It is possible that many of the DMRs we detected were
plastic responses to the environment. Analysis of Darwin’s
finches with known pedigrees - from long-term studies of
banded populations - may be a way in which to distinguish heritable from non-heritable epimutations in the
future.
While locations of DMRs varied between species and
cell types (Fig. 4), they had genomic features in common.
DMRs were typically 500–1000 bp in length (Fig. 3) and
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many were clustered in 2–7 Mb regions. Most DMRs
were in areas of low CpG density known as “CpG
deserts” (Fig. 5). Many studies of DNA methylation have
focused on the gene-silencing effects of methylation in
high-density “CpG islands” near transcriptional start sites
[6]. However, DMRs in other genomic regions, such as
CpG deserts, can have other important effects on gene
regulation and expression [6, 70]. Methylation of cytosines
increases the rate of cytosine to thymine transitions [71].
Thus, over time, methylation can cause CpG-poor regions
in the genome to accumulate. The persistence of conserved clusters of methylated CpG sites within CpG deserts suggests that these regions are likely conserved and
under purifying selection [70]. Thus, these types of DMRs
may have a functional role in regulating gene expression
and could be subject to selection.
Many of the DMRs we detected were associated with
metabolic and signaling genes (Fig. 6). Previous work
has suggested that novel food sources at the urban site
are changing the diet of finches [27]. While we did not
quantify phenotypic traits related to metabolism, it is
possible that DMRs associated with metabolic genes are
associated with other physiological differences between
the urban and rural populations.
We also found DMRs associated with genes in the
bone morphogenic protein (BMP) / transferring growth
factor beta (TGFß) pathway (Fig. 7). Expression of Bmp4
is related to beak shape in Geospiza finches [72]; however, it is unknown what factors regulate gene expression
at this locus. We previously found that this pathway was
differentially methylated among species of Darwin’s
finches [18]. These data suggest that DNA methylation
may play a role in regulating expression of genes in this
pathway and therefore may influence finch morphology.
Our study compared just two populations - one rural
and one urban – and therefore we cannot be certain that
urbanization is the key environmental change influencing finch morphology and/or epigenetics in our study.
Moreover, it is possible that differences between the two
populations are the result of epigenetic drift, rather than
differential selection. Some dispersal of G. fortis between
the urban and rural populations has been documented
through mark-recapture studies; but it is not very common (J. Raeymaekers pers. comm.). Low levels of gene
flow between populations would preclude divergence of
the rural and urban populations due to drift. However,
much more work is needed to understand the basis of
epigenetic variation and its relationship to phenotypic
variation in populations of Darwin’s finches.

Conclusions
We found epigenetic differences between adjacent populations of each of two species of Darwin’s finches. We
do not know which of the DMRs are responses to
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environmental differences between the urban and rural
sites, versus the result of random epigenetic drift. However, as the environmental differences between our sites
are recent (<60 years) any methylation changes associated
with urbanization have spread quickly. As in other recent
studies [19, 20, 22], the functional relationship between
environmental and epigenetic variation is not well understood. Nevertheless, these results are consistent with a
potential role of epigenetic variation in rapid adaptation to
changing environments. Future studies are needed to
determine what effects DMR have on phenotypes, and to
what extent these methylation patterns may play a role in
evolution.

Additional files
Additional file 1: Figure S1. Comparison of vegetative cover at the
rural site (El Garrapatero) versus urban site (Puerto Ayora, Academy Bay)
over the course of the study. Cover was dervied from Normalized
Difference Vegetative Index (NDVI) values generated from satellite
imagery (ORNL DAAC. 2008. MODIS Collection 5 Land Products Global
Subsetting and Visualization Tool. ORNL DAAC, Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
USA. Accessed May 08, 2017 http://dx.doi.org/10.3334/ORNLDAAC/1241).
Values range from 0-1 with 1 reprensenting the highest vegetation cover.
(PDF 850 kb)
Additional file 2: Figure S2. Copy number variation (CNV) between
the rural and urban populations. (A) CNV analysis summary for the G.
fortis erythrocytes showing read depth and alignment, and CNV numbers
per pool with chromosomes containing CNV indicated, and no overlap
between rural and urban pools indicated. (B) CNV analysis summary for
the G. fuliginosa erythrocytes with Read Mapping Summary, overall CNV per
pool and chromosome, and no overlapping CNV identified. (PDF 20 kb)
Additional file 3: Table S1. The number of DMR detected at single
window and multiple window scales at increasing levels of significance.
(PDF 61 kb)
Additional file 4: Table S2. Description of multiple-window DMR
detected in G. fortis sperm (A) and erythrocytes (B). Description
includes DMR name, chromosome number, DMR start site, length in
base pair (bp), number of multiple sites, minimum p-value, CpG number
per sequence length, CpG density (CpG number / 100 bp) and DMR
gene association. “NA” indicates DMR associated with a gene that did
not align to the zebra finch reference genome. (PDF 126 kb)
Additional file 5: Table S3. Description of multiple-window DMR
detected in G. fuliginosa sperm (A) and erythrocytes (B). Description
includes DMR name, chromosome number, DMR start site, length in
base pair (bp), number of multiple sites, minimum p-value, CpG number
per sequence length, CpG density (CpG number / 100 bp) and DMR
gene association. “NA” indicates DMR associated with a gene that did
not align to the zebra finch reference genome. (PDF 154 kb)
Additional file 6: Table S4. Description of DMR clusters detected in
G. fortis sperm (A) and erythrocytes (B) and G. fuliginosa sperm (C) and
erythrocytes (D). Description includes DMR in cluster, chromosome
number, cluster start site, cluster stop site, length in bp, and minimum
p-value. (PDF 103 kb)
Additional file 7: Table S5. Gene associations with DMR detected in G.
fortis sperm (A) and erythrocytes (B) and G. fuliginosa sperm (C) and
erythrocytes (D). Description includes DMR name, gene symbol, entrez
gene identification, chromosome number, start position site, ensemble
gene identification number, gene description and gene classification
category. (PDF 225 kb)
Additional file 8: Figure S3. MAPK signaling pathway. Genes
associated with DMR are listed and outlined in red in the pathway.
(PDF 109 kb)
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Additional file 9: Figure S4. Glycolysis metabolism pathway. Genes
associated with DMR are listed and outlined in red in the pathway.
(PDF 66 kb)
Additional file 10: Figure S5. DMRs identified in pairwise comparison
of pools within populations: (A) G. Fuliginosa RBC urban analysis, (B) G.
fuliginosa-RBC rural analysis, (C) G. fortis RBC urban analysis, and (D) G.
fortis rural analysis. Numbers indicate DMRs between urban (U) or rural
(R) individual pools (1-3). “Full analysis” are DMRs identified between
urban and rural pools. DMRs identified in the full analysis were found
independently of within-site variation. (PDF 98 kb)
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